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Preface^

-This trai.iino r-^wue'i is in response to the Education Traininq Programme for the
implementation oi* the projects on the "Re-orientation of Education to the Socio-Econoir c
Development of the African Pecion !1 Jistributed as document No, E/£fA/HPR/rFC/K3/4 t■>
member States. ....//

A

The. manual is compiled for in-service .trainino of nrastV ioners. of educational pi nnino
and educational administration vho are saekinq he'ip to v.rrovr. their skills and know-h -w
to do their job better and make their "life easier. It -\s intended to serve the rracti al '
administrator rather than the theorist ritite nr»i;; r.* the ;r,sn and vdfien involved in
educational development are neither mathefsiatician* nor economists who can enaaoe in
mathematical models or analyse and appraise educa-iiuM.il services in Quantitative terms
and estimate-and project-future developments Ihc *mi^] which is to be used at
national Education Staff Training Workshops, will utilize each country's data to expla n
and concretize v, ■ theoretical side l^ ■ .-—.tional r

It nusfc be emphasized that educational nl?,nninq is still a new and rapidly evolvi o
field in which nractic&l Qtricio ^nusls f:,r practitioners are harder to ccme by in Afri an
countries than the dnte needed for education?! planninq. What Africa" needs is a down-
to-eartn approo.cS planning in u continent short of facts, c-ata, information,
qualified staff, planners, experts and specialists who can engane in sophisticated
planninq. This manual therefore del -iherately - - formulae and hopes'that calculations
to go with it at nrviona: worktops vr'll be in -\ntrirretical terms is, conformity with
day-to-day prze'r/ce ir nar:y ;\f::r:an co'jr.t^fcs.

Let us hope that the programs zn6 'ts manual will prove useful to those involved
in educational development.

ChiVr-r

Public ^drri.Tistration, Management

^ ^r division



PART I

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

I. Educational Planning Defined

"Educational Planning is in that amorphous state where there is no agreement even

as to its boundaries its perimeter cannot be mapped from theory alone, but has to

be painstakinqly pegged out in.practice before it can be enshrined in a verbal formula
that most people will accept."-' In fact, "educational planning as we know it to-day

is still too young and growing too rapidly, and is far too complex and diversified

a subject, to be encased in any hard and fast definitions good for all time".-7 This
does not mean that educational planninq cannot be defined, but rather each specialist

in the field of planning tries to choose a definition that best suits his purpose9

his past experience and his prejudices. Beino so9 we can choose definitions that best

suit our ourpose:

(a) Educational Plannino is the exercising of foresight in determining the policy,

priorities and costs of an educational system, having due reoard for economic and

political realities, for the system's potential for qrowth, and for the needs of the

country and of the pupils by the system.-'

(b) Whatever educational planning is, it is certainly not a miracle drug for
ailing educational systems nor9 conversely, is it a devil's potion that breeds only

evil. Educational planning, in its broadest qeneric sense,, is the application of

rational, systematic analysis to the process of educational development with the aim

of making education more effective and efficient in responding to the needs and goals
of its students and society31 It deals with the futures drawing enlightment from the
past. It is the springboard for future decisions and actions but it is more than

a mere blueprint. It is a continuous process concerned not only with where to go

but with how to get there and by what best route.

(c) Educational Planning is a continuous process of providing information to
decision makers on how well the education system is accomplishinq its goals and how

the cost effectiveness of such accomplishment can be improved.—'

(d) Educational Planning is the process of preparing a set of.decisions for
action in the future directed at achieving goals by optimal means$J

- Plannino and the educational administrator (UNESCO I.I.E.P.

Fundamentals of Education Planning Mo. 4) p.9.

- What is educational planninq (I.I.E.P.-Fundamentals f!o. I)

P. 12.

- Planning ° the educational administrator op. cit. p. 13.

- What is educational planning op. cit. p.14.

_ n9 Jr. - Education Planning and Expenditure Decisions in

Developing Countries (Praeger Publishers) p.3.

6/ Y. Dror - The Planning Process in International Review of Administrative

Sciences (Brussels) 29 Ho, 1

Note: In Y. Dror definition, the key elements in this definition are:

(a) the focus is on action (b) there is orientation to the future
(c) that something is being designed of which there is deliberative

endeavour (d) there is interdependence among a set of interlocked

decisions (e) consistency among elements is sought and (f) allocation
of resources.

1/

11

1/

i/

5/

C. E.

P. H.

C. E.

P. H.

Robert

Beeby

Coombs

Beeby

Coombs

v. Me
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(e) Educational Planning can bo seerv as a process of prenarim? a set of
decisions for action provided a distinction 1s drawn between nlanning9 implementation
and decision making in order to avoid endless disputes or the scope of planning.
It should be noted that a continuous plannino nrocess with oneratiohal relevance
entails continuous feedbacks of experience in implementation or non-implementation
of prior plans or phases of plans. This is an important relationship between
planning and administration and the feedback concept.!/

(f) Educational Planning can be viewed from the political nature of planning
cum-administrative function in which case3 the role of the planner is seen to be that
of increasing the degree of rationality in the ooliticel decision making through
exploring the possibilities of hosing such decisions on emnerical evidence. In
this definition nlannino is not only seen as a process leadino to chance in education
programmes, but also as an anent for change in the administration of the programmes
and associated decision makin^.i-'

II. The Concept of Educational Planning

Educational Planning refers to sectoral programming as distinct from central
planners task of attempting to determine the education sectors share of total
fiscal resources. While there is a relationship betveen ho-." much is spent on education
and what it is spent on, planning is concerned with:..

(1) how much to spent! on vocational as opoosed to general education;

(ii) how specific vocational training should be:

(iii) what trade soecialities are readiiv accepted 1r thr? labour market;

(iv) what balance between theory and nractice best ecuips graduates for the
world of work.

These ouestions of internal allocation constitute the subject of sectoral
planning and nrogramroing.

■ Planning is a continuous process involving continuous monitoring and feedback
thus: m •

Planmna

Evaluation / ^ \ Implementation

As the process interacts and is cyclical, the planner's role is to supply
information and illuminate as much as possible so that better decisions are made
by decision makers and administrators.

2J C. A. Anderson * W J. Bownan - theoretical considerations in Educational
Planning, p.4.

8/ Kjerr Eide - Organization of Education,Planning p.6.
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Educational Planning therefore, is the anplication to education Trtself of
vhat real educators seek to instil in students: it is a rational and scientific
approach to educational problems. The approach involves:

(a) identification of objectives and the available resources;

(b) a choice of alternative courses of action;

(c) deciding on specific tarqets to he met and setting time Units and

fd) how best to implement the choices made using the resources
availab e or given the available resources. Educational Planning therefore is
Ideoloqicaifv neutral; its methodologies are sufficiently flexible and adaptable
to fit situations that differ widely in ideology, level of development and
novermlntal form. Its basic logic, concepts, and principles ■% ^J*™"*
aoolicable but the practical methods for annlyinp them, may range from the crude
and simple to the highly sophisticated, depending or, the circumstances.

Plannina involves dccid^nn in advance what to do3 how to do 1t, when to do it
and Z S So r It stands as the main HnThet^en where we are and whre we want
to QbHfnd in so doinci it involves a choice of alternatives from future courses
o? Kn - the objectives, policies, Programmes and Procedures ^^f^™?^
i p nlannino looks at the future in terms of ways in which the existing system
c^n'be ncr^en°taUy modified to achieve a set of .objectives in a better manner than
at present. It is a process.of evaluatino the existing educational system at the
level of its component programmes and sub-nrogrammes.

Further, it involves the selection amono alternatives of future courses of
action for the enterorise as a whole and each ctenartmr-nt within it. It is
"fundamentally choosW and a planning problem arises when an alternative course
of action is discovered.

Ill, Characteristics of Planning

When planning, one should bear in mind some of the following factors or points:

(1) That nlarnino is essentially a decision making process i.e. that planning
entails taking decisions;

(2) Planning depends on existence of alternative courses of action-,

(3) It involves deciding in advance what to do, how to do it, when to do it,

and who is to do it;

(4) Planning bridges the gar between the Present and the future;

(5) Planning is an intellectual process trying to make things haonen and
not leave them to chance. It is a conscious demonstration of the courses of action,
and the basing of decisions on purpose, facts and considered estimates;

(6) Planning minimises risks while takiria'advantage of opoortunities,

(7) Effective nlarminn takes nlace in a context of fundamental principles.
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Iv. The Mature of Planning ,

In educational planning it is important to take into account four basic
orinciples of nlannino:

1< Definition and Clarification of objectives

Objectives reflect the society's idea of its own future and therefore they
must he defined and clarified hy the society's leaders ami decision makers. The
idea of a future embraces basic human values, ethical, cultural, economic/ political
and aesthetic and what role the individual must nlay in the society. The'societal
objectives must be translated into educational objectives - first by defining
the educational goals3 cl^ri^'in^ tk~> 'objectives <***■?• 'M^i> os'ta^isMnr Priorities.

Objectives are the ends towards which activity is aimedr not only as the end
point of nlannino but as the end towards which organizing staffing, directtnr and
control!ino are aimed.

The puroose of every rvlan should be to contribute towards tie achievement of
the-objectives as set by the organization, enterprise, or government ministry
through positive action. It should however be remembered that action without
planning or a plan leads to chaos.

In defining a set of educational objectives it should be noted that what is
fundamental to effective development of an educational system is:

(a) maintainance of hiqh standards of education and production of Quality
educational system; ■ '

(b) a more effective use of resources (human, financial and material );

(c) a workable system that allows for plan implementation and two-way
communication flow?

(d) a system which contributes towards a sense of national unity and
identify; - ,", • ■

(e) a truly professional body of teachers committed to the development of
education. ■ ■ ■' ■

(f) the community's commitment and participation in education.

2. Primacy of Planning

The definition and clarification of objectives is not enouqh, but it is
important to know where to start, in what conditions, with what means and where
to qo. Hence the need to analyse the present situation as a-primary function of
planning.

Planning is in fact the primary requisite of material or and administrative
functions of organizinq, staffing directing and countrollina. In this regard
planninp is unioue in establishing the objectives necessary for all oroup effort.



Planning and control arc inseparable since one carrot ^o where on« t?ants to no

(task of control) without kro-'inc v.'hero ore v?ants t.o poCtas1'. of rlanm'nc).
Planninn and the resultant rlan should oenerate control in an organization or in

an educational system

3. : pervasiveness - of Planning

Plannino is a function of every maraaer but the character and breath of

plannino will vary with the authority, nature ard r-elicies of the nVans as

outlined bv the manaper or dicision makers, ^ut for planrino to he effective,

a distinction has to he radc between "olicy ruMno ar/ administration betv/een
the nanacier and the administrator/ between those lAo dra*1 up the educational

plan and those who inclement it: and !^etv?een those <-^ im^i^ent and t'iosp who

evaluate it.

The pervasiveness of nlanrinq therefore, calls for a diffusion of roles and

responsibilities in the planning process from the initial staqes of ^lannirK^

throuph implementation, and evaluation hack to planning. . . .

4. Efficiency of plans:

The efficiericy of any Plan (be it informal or external efficiency) is measured
by the amount the plan contributes to the attainment of the ornanizations objectives
as offset by the costs incurred or as measured by the- normal ratio.of inputs to

outputs in terns of dollrrs, rap-hours or units of "roduc'tior. Such neasures should

include basic needs satisfaction of individual?,. c;rours3 comrunitv or society.

Stens in Planninc

In Africa, one can look dt educational olanninn as beino of t!?ree t.^^es viz:

(a) F<-!ucational Planning -nth facts: the ki^r' of nlannino wMch is hacked bv

a wealth of statistics, although desirable and reliable statistics ars sel^o^ ^

available, and therefore onr takes to ot'-pr

(b) Educational Dlanninr vithout adeouate facts: ar-nlicahle in e situation
where facts are not easily ascertained, reliable or available for Mannirn purposes;

(c) Educational Planning for the sake oT nlannirp v,fhic*? is usually'embodi

in a matrix of mor\?ls v.'hich aet lost in a display of methodological fireworks
and become no more than sl'.cvoieces of intellectual

Whatever nlanrinn one chooses, thr existence of neccssarv ar;H suf^icier.t

conditions is of utmost importance. / n^cess?ry enpditior is one \-Mch nust be

met in order that the evert nay occur; and 3 sufficient condition is one nhich if

met or available is accorraniet1 bv the ;*

ronventionall.y therefore the followi"" arp rsces'sary conditions'which must he

present if educational rlanrinn is to take nlacc viz:

(i) the Lena! Fasis for Fducational Planning i.r. that there should exist

in a country an Act of Parliarjer;*.; a '"ecrec-^ a lev; or an or<H;v*nce th?>t

makes it legal to plar education or qives leoal resronsi^ility to the

rinistrv cf Education to ennanr; in educational planning.



(11) existe-ce of trained, nualifiet' end at'eoute steff for education
i.e. adequate staff to carry out all the functions of-n

(iii) technical sophistication, corrpoterce vx^ experience ir educational
planning.

One would say that #e availability of reliable, acieouate and nond quality
statistics which can be used iy a cadre of nualifie,' arc competent planners are
sufficient conditions for educational Planning.

riven the foreqpinn, ve vzy consider the following str-ns in educational
pianmnn.

As a start one must he a*<are of the opportunity for nlann'nq and then:

1. Establish Objectives:

Which indicate the end roint of vhat is to he done, the emphasis beina on
and what is to be achiever'. Phjectives so established can be: "'

(i) cultural such as the transmission of knovlrdoe, and attitudes:

(ii) ethical: such as ^romotino poral and spiritual values:

t1*1'1) social.and economic: such as the fowcion of essential skills, knowledqe
and attitudes for nrocuctive use- and

(iv) political such r.s ration buildipq and the develonnent of national identity

2. Premising:

A second step in planning after rstahlishinc obiectives is p^emisi^Q i.e. the
making of some planning assumptions haSfe.- on availaM^» facts anr: infornation
premisinp is the future setting in ".«!:-ich Piar-ninci takes place or the environment :
of plans in operation in vhich nlannirc decisions ;»avc- to le takers.

3. Determining Alternative Courses of flctior

Choose the various alternatives oren to "ou and exarrine t'eir fruitfulress.
The best alternative is not always taker as political and ether factors mav over
rule such a choice. A planner nust always !;e a-are of this,

4. Evaluating alternative courses

Evaluate the various altarnetivss in the luiht of premises nade in step (?)
above, the qoals and objectives'set and the estimated costs and benefits.

5. Selecting an Alternative/course

This involves the adoption of a plan vher a choice of an alternative is made
This is the real point of decision roa
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6. Fornuiatinq nerivative Plans

Within the main plan, it is possible to formulate supportive plans to the

basic plan.

7. Implementation

Cnce a plan has been adopted it should he itrnian^ntcc1 by those r?*5nr»nsibl? for

E. . Evaluation

A olan havino been implemented should be evaluated to see how far the objectives
were achieved.

Tyoes of Plans

According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, a plan is a formulated or organized

method by which a thing is to he done e.a. a five-year nlan9 a project9 design, etc.

and the chambers's twentieth century Pictionary, describes a plan as a scheme for
accomplishing a purpose: or it is a proposed methods or a scheme drawn before hand

or a scheme of arrangement, for accomnlishinn a purpose.!/

An educational plan therefore is an ornanized and formulated document with

set goals, objectives and trrgets to be accomplished over a given neriod say* five

years. Such a document can be formulated or drawn in the form, of objectives,, policies3

procedures, rules3 programmes, budgets or simply grand strategies. A plan could

therefore be one of the following:

1• Objectives as a Plan

Objectives are the end point toward vhich activity is aimed. They are not only
the end point of planning but the end towards which organizing, staffing3 directing

and controlling are aimed. Objectives are nlans in that they involve the same planning

process as any other type of planning hut the." are at the same time the end points

of planning.

2. Policies

Policies are also considered as a plan although they are usually expressed as

neneral statements which are designed tc guide thinkina in the decision makina of

subordinates. Generally policies:

(a) limit the area within which decisions are to be made and ensure that the

decisions made are consistent and contribute to the attainment of the objectives set.

(b) tend to .ore-decide issues, avoid repeated analysis and consideration of

general courses of action. They give a unified structure to other types of planss

thus permitting managers to delegate authority while maintaining control.

]_/ ,*ccording to the ^ "in essence, .i r-1 *n is n bo^,.' o^ econcnic ?nd social

policies expressed in our.nti^icd tnrncts ^.nd defined tasks'1 United Nationssl963.



(c) policies channel decisions alone the v-ay to end points of nlanninq i e
policies lead to objectives;

(d) they ordinarily have at least as many levels as ornanizations and
range from major to minor policies. They nay also be related to functions.

(e) As guides to thinking in decision makinn process9 policies ought to
allow for discretion at the operational level.

3. Procedures

Procedures are plans in that they establish a customary method of handlinc
future activities.

They are guides to action rather than to thinking and they give details as to
the exact manner in which a certain activity must be accomplished. Their essence
is the chronological sequence of reouired action. Procedures also exist throughout
a jnven organization but they are more exacting at the loner levels or operational
level of an organization. In this regard they have a hierarchy of Inoortancr and
act ^cross 1 ines. . .* . ■

4. Rules

Rules are plans involving a course of required action chosen from among
alternatives, as the simplest type of plan. /» rule requires that a specific action
be taken or not taken with respect to a situation. Pules guide action without
specifying the time sequence. The essence of a rule, however, is its reflection of
a managerial decision for certain action.

I'nlike policies which guide thinking, in decision making by markino off areas
of discretions rules allow no discretion in their application.

5. Programmes

Programmes are plans in that they are a complex of policies, procedures,
task assignments, rules and other elements necessary to carry out a given course
of action supported by cacital and budgets, -'ost national plans are'a composite
of nroqramrces with set goals and objectives to be achieved.

6. Budgets

A budqet is a statement of expected results exorossed in numerical terms
e.g. financial man-hours, machines hours etc. Budgets are usually used as control
devices for the attainment of set objectives.

7» Grand Strategies

This a term used to cover over-all general plan of an organization or enterprise.
The purpose is to determine and communicate through a system of major objectives and
policies, a picture of what kind of enterprise is envisioned. They can be used as a
framework for the organization's thinking.



?,. Competitive strategies

These are interpretative planning made in the light of the nlans of a ccmpetitc-'s
* plans. It may involve industrial espionage or pladnci oneself in a competitor s

Place and then developing one's plans as how to heat the competitor within one s

policies and objectives.

VII. Major Approaches to Educational Planning!/

This section reviews the major approaches to educational planninq in terms of
their principal strengths and weaknesses. The literature concerning these approaches
is very extensive and this work cannot-presume to review each definitively. The
brief explanations probably do the-approaches an injustice by omitting many subtle
points, but a much fuller understanding of the approaches can be found in the many

books available on the subject.

Quantitative Projections

Studies of educational planning have rarely dignified with a name the exercises
in applied arthmetic that are carried out in probably the majority^of the vimstnes
of Education throughout the world in the name of educational planning. This anproarh
consists mainly in projecting the nrovth of the existing system, largely by extrapoiatino
recent trends five or perhaps ten years into the future. Some attempts have been rr-rtc
to refine the methods of projection and to urne that questions-about efficiency, ccst,
and possible alternative orograimnes be asked in conjunction with the projection
exercises. But there is no foundation for analysis and choice in such ptanmno; it
merely projects more of the existino forms of education. One should perhaps not be
too hasty in condemninq this approach.
It does not involve analysis of alternatives. It does not make use of economic science
to inform investment choices. It is, however, closely related to the problems and
aims of the sector and its many practitioners often take into account the nature,
content, and the complex articulation of the subsector activities that constitute the
sector-orograirme.. This cannot bf said of all aporoacnes.

fuch of the technical assistance provided to education nlannino in the nineteen
sixties aimed at improving the basic data and methodologies for Quantitative projections.
Given that many countries lacked basic data on enrollment, wastage, teacher supplies,
and so on, these efforts were not without benefits. Such data and projections, while
a necessary condition for planning, are far from a sufficient condition. One obvious
shortcoming is that some strateqy for educational development was needed, as opposed
to simply projecting increases in the e-.isting system. Early attempts to provide ^
a strategy were often based uoon some assessment of "national needs' or social demand.

]_/ See Robert ^eekin or: Educational Plannino and Expenditure
Decisions in Developing countries; Prae^er Publishers

Mew York, 1975.
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Social Demand

A modification of the quantitative projection approach is found whore countries

have adopted major targets, often on the basis of political desirability or for

international prestige and compliance with regional "norms," without analysis of
these tarnets to determine whether they are economically or culturally desirable

(or, for that matter, even feasible). Such tarpfits as "universal primary education" -

by a given date, or some arbitrary proportion of secondary enrollment in vocational w-

schools by a certain time are handed down from above. They may Ir based on popular

pressure for more school places or on someone's estimate that achieving the tarpet

would be beneficial. The task of the planner is to determine what rates of qrowth

in enrolment^ pupil places available, teachers, and other inputs would be necessary

to meet the "requirement11 or "demand." Aoain no optirpizino or suboptimizina technique

is applied. The existing education system is simply expanded in much the same- form

until the taroet is reached (or perhaps a shift in main ingredients is made, with
the Ingredients rerainino the sane). The so-called international comparisons approach

is a modification of the same sort of planning. Hero tho tarocts are derived from

other countries' histories at times that are assumed to he analoaous to the sta^e of

development desired at the end of the olanring period. The comparability of two

countries in terms of skill and education patterns is hiphly questionable under any

circumstances, thus the. basic assumption is weak. Toreovcr, this is another case of

an approach based on ;!necd9" without assessment of benefits or opportunity costs.

The social demand approach to nlannino offers one vay to formulate a general
strategy of educational development. The stratoqy is based upon political consideration

(for example, the desirability of universal nrimary education) or on aspirations to

reach the status of some country-chosen as an analog. These are not true strateqies;

they are more nearly arbitrary tarnets. In addition they have often proved infeasihle,

or even detrimental because they created stresses and "distortions. - There is a need
to,set forth a strategy for educational development*, hut this can and should be based

on factors other than arbitrary assessments of social denand.

A number of computable models based upon input-output techniques have teen
developed. These are largely mathematical statements of the two nlannina approaches
above. They plot the quantitative nevelonrmnt of the education system and permit
identification of bottlenecks in its development. At best they can be used to indicate
(very quickly if computerized) thr implications of chances in major assumptions or
policies on 'enrollments teacher reouirements, and costs. In this rcsnect, such
deterministic models are handy, but they do not aid the decision maker in knowing

whether such chanqes are economically or socially beneficial. Mor do they cast sny
liqht on charges that irinht be made within any of the major components in system
to imorove its effectiveness. %

Manpower Analysis

Manpower studies have been usgO to indicate needs for educated manpower in
various develooinn countries. The principal points raised hern will be critical
ones, although there are ways in vikich relatina the outputs of the education sector
to employment opportunities in the oconorr-y is useful. The manpower analysis approach
to education sector planning can be set forth in * fov? propositions.
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Proposition 1. An important objective of the education Systran is to provide the

educated manpower needed in order to achieve satisfactory growth of economic output.

Humanistic critics argue that manpower analysts view this as the only objective.

Economists argue somewhat differently that the estimates of "need" discussed he-low

are of questionable validity, and that the economic benefits of producing educated

graduates of various types should be measured against the costs of providing the

education. Jianpower analysts tend to view their estimates of requirements by

education level as absolutes, regardless .of benefits and costs. There is also nothing

in the manpower approach that would indicate whether alternative means of providing

the education needs might be preferable to existing educational practices. The only

guidance offered to sectoral planners is on the numbers of graduates of each type

that will be required.

Proposition 2. Educational "needs" are a function of employment by occupation; that

is9 there- are fairly clear relationships between occupations and the education levels

of the persons employed in them. These relationships amount to educational requirement

coefficients by occupation. This proposition rests on the assumption that there

is little or no substitutaMlit.v between skills. V'hilfi there aro, to be sure, some

relationships between education levels and occupations (especially for some technical

specialities and professions reauiring certification) it is also possible to observe

a high degree of skill substitution in any portion of a labour force.* Although

primary-school dropouts cannot be engineers9 to cite an extreme case, it is entirely

possible for a graduate from an "academic" high school to work at a skilled trade,

or for a trained teacher to work as a dry noods clerk. This proposition also ignores

the importance of on-job training as a source of highly skilled workmen, assuming

that virtually all skills must he formally trained. This is one of tho weakest

points in the manpower approach. Its weakness is particularly evident when manpower

planners attempt to work backward from occupational projections to estimates of
education needs.

Measurement of the educational reauircments coefficients is based on surveys of

the employed labour force in the usual practice. Surveys of employment by economic
sector by occupation by education level yield profiles of the educational distribution

of the labour forct. Here there are simple problems of measurement. Labour force
data in developing countries are far less complete than in developed countries. Sampling

and reDorting errors may be magnified many times and the classifications of workers'

education and occupation are usually crude. In the enH, however, manpower studies

state that certain proportions of each occupation in each sector (for exaftinle9 "craftsmen
and production process workers1' in the industrial sector) have various levels of

education (expressed either in years of schooling or by level of education completed).

In addition to the problem of basic measurement there are serious problems that

arise in attempting to project the future. The present educational profile of the

labour force in developing country is hardly a model for what is desired in the

*The assumption of low skill substitution affects the nature of the education

and training provided. The hieher the denree of skill substitution, the more general

education can be. Very low suhstitutabil ity implies that each worker must be
specifically trained for his occupation.



future, therefore some attempt is usually made to allow for general educational
upgrading. This can be done either on the- basis of arbitrary assumptions or b\*
comparison with the education-by-occunation profiles in more advanced countries
(or in the more modern firms in the sairo country). International comparisons
offer a very weak and potentially misleading basis for estimation because of
differences (even between countries with similar incomes per capita) in the supplies
of education available and productive technologies. "Leading firm" comparisons may
be somewhat better but have to be used with care and involve a substantial element
of judgment.

Proposition 3. Employment by occupation is a function of total economic output
by sector and changes In productivity in each sector-, that is you can project
occupational distributions on the basis of projections of total sectoral output,
adjusted for changes in output per employee. This means that manpower projections
are only as strono as the underlying projections of output and estimates of productivity
change. Such projections are freouently wide of the mark by a considerable maroin.
There are tendencies for output projections to be high (due to optimism, politics,
and so on) and for labour Productivity estimates to be low, both o"f which tns
m:.nrcwir estimates upward.

There are other difficulties that affect this proposition. It assumes that
the occupational distribution of a sector's labour force will remain the same
even though the sector is likely to experience significant technolooical change.
This is at least questionable. And even if one cars accept the productivity estimate
arrived at for the sector, this is an average productivity figure that may obscure
differences between productivity trends for different occupations. One assumes
that the output estimates upon which manpower projections arc based are expressed
in constant prices9 so that monetary increases in the value of sectoral output do
not create an upward bias in the manpower estimates.

This proposition again raises problems of measurement. In this case the problems
Involve the employment and occupation estimates by sector. Employment and occupation
surveys have limitations of coveraae. Most surveys cover larae firms, the industrial
sectors, and public employment fairly completely but are weak in their coverage of
small enterprises and of the agricultural and commercial sectors. Often even the
number of firms with fewer than five or ten employees is not known, so stratification
of samDle surveys is difficult. And in many develonino. countries," employment in
noncommercial or smallholder agriculture is extremely Wqe. It is, moreover, hiahly
probably that there &.re systematic differences between the occupation and education '
distributions of covered and noncovered firms. These data problems are sometimes
dealt with on the basis of assumptions (for example, assume four years of education
for all agricultural smallholders). They can of course be overcome through more-
careful and extensive surveying, but only at very high cost.

Proposition 4. The net change in employment by occupation can be calculated by
subtracting present employment by occupation (determined by establishment surveys
of employers) from the projected occupational distribution (as determined in
proposition 3 abovo). The problems affectinq the determination of the two major
quantities affect the reliability of the difference calculation.



Proposition 5. The sum of the net increase in employment by occunationol us estimated
attrition from the labour force (for reasons of <!eafh: retirement, or other labour
force withdrawals, also broken down by occupation) equals total demand for new entrants
to the labour force. Thus if the employment cjro-rth finures show a net increase of x
master carpenters and another y master carpenters am assumed to die or retire, there
will be a need for x plus y raster carpenters riunno the penoo. (and implicitly the
schools should train that many). This is a major source of uiwd bias in manpower
estimates. They show net chanae-in the full range of skills snrf translate these
chanoes into education needs. Carpenters, to take this example, cannot oe trained
in vocational schools to enter the labour force as fully oualifitd "mas,er^ carpenters.
Opportunities for new entrants to the labour force arc- not found at all levels of
the skill hierarchy. In all but a few cases, recent graduates enter the labour force
via a relatively lov-skilled or "entry-level" job. They advance to higher positions
via on-job learning and internal promotion. Estimates of skill needs vnus tend
to be biased toward hipher skills while employment opportunities are all in the lowest

ranks of the hierarchy.

Proposition 6. The outputs of the education system (graduates by level plus dropouts)
that are "needed15 to attain the economic output, targets are determined by multiplying
the demand for new entrants in each occupation by the educational requirement
coefficients for each occupation. In other words, the total number of each sort of
graduates during the plan period should match the "need" for new entrants^naving the
relevant education. If there are surpluses or shortfalls, .enrolment shouic. be adjusted
to brinn outputs into balance with needs. Various complexities enter thf. calculations
here. One involves the estimated unemployment rate at the end of the plan period.
The economic orowth and productivity chanoe oroj<.ctions on which manpower estimates
are based nay either aim' at full employment targets or they may be varied to indicate
the probable employment implications of alternative growth rates. In cither event,
manpower estimates must take account of the occupational and educational characteristics
of workers who either: (1) cease to be unemployed, or (2) enter the labour force
from orevious nonparticipation status, information or those; arouns is minimal.especial 1
in developing countries, and another potential source of error enters the calculation.

The final inouts from a manpower study into tt-e education sector plan are
indications of how enrolments in.different types and levels of education should
be adiusted to create a balance: between school leavers and iranpower needs. The
preceding comments underline tho need to use such intonation -rch caution.

In addition to the problems discussed above, there is another shortcoming
that affects nanpower planning. Assume that a manpower plan indicated a shortage
of, say, vocational graduates (a frequent findinc riven the biases of the approach
toward high-skill needs). Tho only information provided concerns the Quantitative
shortfall'.' Further, given the usual level of aqcreeation, all pn educational planner
lparns from e. manpower study is that he needs to increase enrolment, and the number
of graduates from vocational school. He does not usually knew from the aparegate
fiqures whether the vocational oraduatos should be trained in one speciality
(for example, metal wrk or electronics) or another. Por doos he know whetner the
training should beqin after the eiahth aradc or the tenth; whether it should be of
one, two, or three years1 duration; what balance better theoretical training in the
classroom and Tactical training in vorkships is needed: and so on. These sre^
questions that are of greet importance to planners ami administrators, yet national
manpower studies of the usual sort provide no ouidance here. Tho only variable on



which they provide information is the number of graduates of each tyoe that *re needed
and the enrolment required to produce these graduates.

There ^re uses for manpower information. To cite an example from Malaysia
enrolment in academic secondary education increased very rapidly in the lat° 1960s
producing^ large number of school leavers (t.'wt 1s, those who failed to aaih access
to the university-preparatory level) had more aepdenne education than they needed to
become laborers ana semiskilled workers and had traditional!v become clrrks office
workers, commercial employees, and so on. Manpower studies indicated that emplovmept
opportunities in these occupations would be United, amountina to only about 20 per"
cent of the nunber of pradu^tes. Clearly there vas a nrohlcm,' but the information
available orovided little nuidanct on whrt to do. "educing enrolment in academic
secondary education would have run counter to social pressure and national noals of

?w£!!^n?CCeSS *? seS0l!dar? Ration. A shift to other types of secondary education
(for example, enrolment m the science stream or in vocational education) was indicated
but decision makers had very little els. to oo or. The manpower data were useful In
a partial sense, identifying the problem in terms not of -ibsolute "needs" but rather
of employment opportunities. There was$ however, n nzcti for other sorts of information.

t For questions such as this, and in are^s such as professional and technical
training where the relationship between education ond occupations is much more "clear
ana direct, manpower information can nrovidr useful in^i^hts rn'fferent sorts of
manpower studies, focusina uoon opportunities for new entrants to the labour force
for example, could be valuable; especially when used in ccr-.junction with other
information such as investigation of the costs and bonefits"of various types of
education. But national l&vel nanpover olanning, as usually practiced, has serious

■ "needed")S ^ provides ™fo™ation on only a fc-w variables* (enrolment and graduates

Rate-of-Return Analysis

^f the most freouently used .^.nnrociches to educational "lanninn, onlv ra*e-of-return
analysis is based upon economic analysis. In essence, rate-of-return analysis say«T
that resources should b^ invested in those tyoes and levels of education that produce
the greatest benefits in relation to their costs.* The rate-of-return analysis
approach can be summarized ir tN propositions set -V,rt!- b^low ' " * "

*Private rates of return are calculated on the basis of *ftfr tax earnings
attributable to obtaininp an additional increment of education and the.out-of-pocket
costs to the individual. Social rates of return are based on before-tax income
benefits and the total costs to society of providinq ibe schooling. Mthouoh
private benefits and costs provide useful informations public investment decisions
are based upon comparisons of social benefits and costs. Accepted practice now
is to compare investments in terms of their internal rates of return-, that is°

^^ t^it St^ attributable .to
, efits with tv--; costs of thr- .^,]Ca^ion. This criterion ;

avoids the proDlems of corrparinc- pro;ccts o- different scale and o* tie choice of '
an appropriate discount rate.



force" in underdeveloped countries.

2. Education has an effect upon Productivity, and improving

iSii
although the methods are fairly arbitrary. Allowance for socia^benefits sucn a

s-S'Jis a'sssfisrjass-rf is?Hr/sis?Hr
ssit^s,r= a

3 There is a high degree of substitutability between different skills

substitutability assumption conforms more
to -^ real'ties of the labour

SS CWiSS 5TS.1S
in medicine, engineering, law, and so on.

Proposition 4. The economic benefits of education can be measured by the differences
in Paveraqe incomes between groups of persons with different education levels That
is to say, adding an 1ncrement,of education (for nnstance, going to secondary school
instead of stopping after primary school) results in graater income• «"J the t „
difference between the lifetime earnings streams of persons with different education
lelXsTdiscS to present value, constitute the benefits to the added education.
One of the most serious objections to rate-of-return analysis arises at this point.
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Observed income differentials are based upon the relative scarcities of different sorts
of education in the labour market. If the supply of a oiveri sort of education changes
substantially, the earnings associated with it are also likely to change. In developing
countries, where stocks of educated manpower are small and substantial changes in the

outputs of different levels of education occur rapidly9 the relative returns to different

levels of education are especially subject to change. Rates of return observed from
cross-sactional studies at a point in time reflect points on the demand curves for
different sorts of education but do not indicate the slopes of these demand curves.
The findings indicate that planners should allocate more resources to the higher-

return forms of education but do not indicate how much more. One approach to this

problem is to repeat the rate-of-return studies periodically in order to see how
rates of return are changing. The lower the elasticity, the more rapidly the rates of "
return are expected, to change in response to supply changes. This technique "takes
into account explicitly the diminishing returns effect of the growth of the educational
system on its own profitability. This provides one answer to the problem of projecting

returns into the future. Other problems relating to tnis proposition involve measurement
difficulties and problems of categorization and aggregation. Earnings data are based
upon large sample surveys of the population. The soundness of the sampling techniques
may be subject to question, particularly in developing countries, and the costs of

obtaining such data are high. Sample surveys gather data on major categories of
education (primary, secondary9 and so on) and do not provide detail on differences in
earnings, between alternatives at the same level. (Another problem, discussed belows
Is.that-no information is available regarding recently implemented programs or totally
new alternatives). Greater detail cannot ordinarily be provided because of limitations
of statistical reliability, thus the information produced relates only to broad
categories of education. Such information is useful, to be sure, but its use is
limited. ,..,,, :

Proposition 5. Investment in education should be concentrate^ pji those levels and
types of education that have the highest rates of return; that is, enrolment should

be increased in the high-return levels of education. This is the policy information
that rate-of-return planning yields. Like manpower planning., the only variable with

which it deals is enrolment. As noted above, educational planners and administrations
need information on many other variables. Because of a lack of detail, planners
cannot use the data to indicate which of various existing alternatives is most beneficial

(for example, traditional academic education vs. science and technical education at
the secondary level). Nor can the sorts of rate-of-return studies usually applied
provide information on recently implemented changes or pilot programs. Some countries

have experimented with comprehensive education, for example9 but since there have been
few graduates and they have not been in the labour force long enough to reveal the

age-income profile resulting from such education, rate-of-return analysis cannot, in its
usual form,cast light upon the benefits derived from such experimental programs.

modifications could be made in this planning approach to overcome some of
its shortcomings.

Because in the past, rate-of-return analysis has been almost exclusively

concerned with evaluating the yield of extra years or levels of education. But analysis

of different amounts of education must be considered only a first step in a more
comprehensive approach which would include the effects of various kinds of education.

Unfortunate!y9 little has been done in this area.



VIIK t\ PROBLEM Ct OV.'IEnVTIOM OF TKF S?.JPR APPRr.'CHES

The preceding discussions of educational nlarnino havt r>c-en critical of the most
frequent applications cf various approaches to planning *or educational development.
The problems are'of various sorts. The pain approaches-quantitative projoctions9
manpower analysis and r?tt-»of-ret(jrn analysis-often suffer from problems of measurement
and data inadequacies. Cr their usual applications havc shortcomings because important
factors are simply overlooked. These problems could perhaps be overcome with better

data, more meaningful disaqgregation, and nor; through- attention to such matters as

the role of on-job 1earning"or ways to predict the slopes of the demand curves for
categories of educated labour.

There are* however, other problems not so easily remedied. These involve
fundamental weaknesses in the veil-knowii conceptual trameworks for planning educational
expenditures. Purely quantitative projection of sectoral growth provides no guidance
on the ways in which education can contribute to national goals; only on how the
system will grow if past trends continue. Adoption of arbitrary targets without
analysisa as in the social demand approach, does not solve this problem. The manpower
approach is based upon the questionable assumption that the relationships between

education and occupation are clear and stable; that is, that substitution of skills
takes place only within very narrow limits. The rate-of-rotum approach* while on

a more sound theoretical footinq than the others, addresses only the economic or
Income objective of education. And because it is based upon data from surveys of the
existing labour force5 it tends to use average data for marginal decisions. Much of
the literature on educational planning has addressed the technical and conceptual
problems of the approaches themselves, as has this discussion sc far. The many problems
inherent in manpower and rate«of-r-.turn planning h*.ve led knowledgeable observers to

conclude: "Evidently both manpower and rate-o^-return approaches have srwr: limitations"

The argument advanced against the major aonroaches in this study concerns

a different set of problems. These involve the orientation of the approaches
toward high-level real locations of resources hetwoL-r. nr.jor types of education. Even
under the best of circunstances, assuming all technical and data problems could be
overcome9 planning tools that only indicate whether to increase or decrease enrol
in the various levels of education are of very limited interest to administrators
concerned with efficiency and making education systems work better. Consideration
of benefits and costs, as in the raU-of-return approach9 is certainly not wrong
(other, more useful applications of hen^fit-cost analysis will be considered below),
and even broad assessment of manpower ouestiens c^.n he- useful. But the information
outputs from existing planning ^nnroachos dc not match the information needs of
decision nakers as stated in the definition of planning. y;ie information produced
does not indicate how well the system is accomplishinq its goals or how the cost-

effectiveness of such accomplishment could be improved.

One writer has described the t*sks of planning and expenditure analysis as
asking, and answering, several aut-.stions. !'here are resources noino? What is beinq
accomplished with these resources? How can the- process of providing education be better
accomplished? If these arc tat. questions (and they relate clost,ly to the definition
of planning used here)s how well do th.c najor planning approaches answer then?
In terms of indicating where resources art going even quantitative proiiCtion planning
has failed to provide adequate information on educational costs and th< distribution
of costs within educational budgets. Hanpo^-r analysis largely ignores resource

questions, often indicatinq "needs" that would imposo impossible cost burdens if
fully met. Rate-cf-return analysis examines costs careful!y9 but only as an element
in the rate-of-return calculation.



What about the question of what is being accomplished with available resources?
The only criterion of accomplishr^nt in manpower plannina is the degree to which

educational outputs match occupational demands. Rate-of-return analysis does at
least examine the rtisuKs of investments, but it does so only in terms of an income
objective and only in relation to large aqcregates (that is, earnings of graduates o

some five to seven types of ccijc;ticn}. Its view of accomplishment, or the effectiveness
of resource use is thus very narrow.

'■'ith- regard to imsrevint; the effectiveness of educations! investments-of doing
the job better-only rate-of-return planning offers ivy evidence. Its prescription
for improving sector;:! GfVoctiva^ss is to sinft r^sourcos to those forms of education

producing the highest economic returns. Ir other words the main policy parameter

with which it deals is urrH Imast ^r. tiiffeveni; levcs. TJm's is theoretically sound
but from the standpoint of the ■\'orking administrators such advice is sterile and

narrow. The parameters of the system he administers include not only the magnitude

of enron^r- uir: dso che supply and c=ua!if icatioi;& of teachers, alternative curricrla,
internal oroani^eticn ana tsirphAsis on subject naterials, inputs of facilities and

teaching materials, the costs of all those thinqs: and sc on. Planning approaches
that provide c(.mdance on rncmi>xOation of only one of these parameters may be useful

(at least if one can beliovs +fceir results), but they leave a great many resource
allocation questions unanswered. This is why the major planning approaches fail
to meet the information neec:= o? t.circinis-trators, and why a change ir, their orientation
is urged.

If educational planning, vhich is supposed to nuide expenditure decisions, fails
to provide tiu'idance on iruKn^a;!t. <il1ccat'!on questions, "here oic- it ^o wrong? Why

are the rpajor olasiivistt ;ipi»nja :hes oriented tovard such a limited set of hiqh-level
decisions? The answer I if-s in p&rl in the origins of education sector planning. Plan-

ning in most deve'iopir-cj countries h?qa:"» at the nations! level, often at the urging

of external lendinc; -3c:encieE such as thu '--lorld Bank or L'SAin. >-cro-econonic planning

addressed profcltrch of na'cional -^rcvth, ^avinos, invnstjner,ts foreign exchange needs,

price stabi! VCV.J. .-inc' tie ba'ancs betwoeri public and private sector activities, in terms
of large aggregate.*. V'hen t'^c brocid dir.onsiions cf pul^ic investment, were establ.isheds

questions of allocation r-pt-.-'G^n various public sectors y#2re addressed.. The last

questions to be casket1 involved "»ntra-sectoral p'anninp ?,M project development.

These were often the vcakost 3lomLv:';s rr> rational planninr.

^ost education iirinistr'io: carried on unsophistic:tad forms of quantitative

projection planning prior to the advent of national planning. This provided no strategy

or rationale ro^ cactc^." dt'vcioprper^, roi:cvc:rs <\r,u the competing approaches of

manpower and rate-or-returp analysis w^re developed to provide some broad perspective

on how the sectcv should develop in the long run. These approaches dealt with the

interfaces between sectoral p"!dnninc ?\\d nation?! planninq. I^torna! problems of

implementation end internal efficiency r.art left to technicians an-^ specialists within *^
the sectoral planning offices. 'Jn'ortunatelv tho application o^ econonic science to
the education sector seeded to ctick .=it this point. The attention o* able economists

was distracted by the controversy bscwecn roanpower and rate-of-return plannino-twp .

ways of looking at the same, high level questions^ The rapture of linear programming

modelss v/hicfi still dealt" in 1i.r$o. aqcre" Mt.cs. further absorber" the. talents of

econcmistSv A brief fixry of rr't'-^Gst in educational production functions seemed

to herald an "Interest in efTiciency decisions within the sector and in the parameters
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with which educational administrators were seriously concerned. P- number of problems

specific to education notably9 lack of understanding of the !!nroduction nrocess" and in
ability to specify inputs or outputs clearly led to disaffection with production

function analysiss although a number, of researchers continue this line of inquiry.
In general, then, analysis of expenditure decisions in the education sector has

approached the subject from tht top down, avoided questions of the internal efficiency

of the sector, and addressed a limited set of parameters.

The state of the art of public expenditure analysis has advanced raoidly in the

developed countries, particularly in the areas of defense and water resources planninq.

Systems analysis and program budasting brought an economic perspective to expenditure
choices in unlikely and widely differing substantive areas. Application of these tcols
in the education sector and in developing countries,, however9 has lagged. In part

this is due to preoccupation with macro-oriented olannina approaches. And in oart

it is due to scarcity of data on which to base lowcr-leval economic analysis and. to
inherent difficulties of analyzing educational performance. Put it is entirely
possible to apply economic analysis to the education sactor in more fruitful ways"
than has been dene in the past. The technioues arc available (one of them is benefit-

cost analysis, which underlies the rato-of-return approach). Data can be generated
through different sorts of policy research that will orovide a basis for analyses of

significant policy questions. !.'ft;at is needed is a shift in orientation from the

concentration on macro-allocation ouestions dealing only with the enrolment parameter,,

to the full range of expenditure analysis questions: Where are resources going?

What is being accomplished? !kn; can the various oarts of the education sector be made

to work somewhat better than at present?

Let us conclude this section by emphasizing the point that in spite of the many
problems and shortcomings, nlanninn has however emerged as a tool of policy in countries
differing widely, not only in their stanes of economic development but also in their
prnnnmir anrl enrial cwctcmc

Let us conclude this section by emphasizing the point that in spite of the many
■ ems and shortcominos pianninn u^r- iyi\*.i/~,*mv\ ^m^^*,-. ^.a ■*«. « *.*»*i «.£ _.«i ^ _.. ^_ l :

jring widely, not only i

economic and social systems.

Planninq it must be re-emphasized is the rational application of human knowledge
to the process of reachino decisions which are to serve as the basis of human action.
The central core of the meaning in our analysis remains the establishment of relationships
between means and ends with the object of achieving the latter by the most efficient
use of the former.
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Education and Development

Education is a central element in development but since the independence of

many African countries, educational nrowth has failed to achieve:

(a) a more equitable distribution of income and social services and

(b) an equilibrium between the production capacity of educational systems

and the absorptive capacity of the labour markets.

In Africa, if poverty is to he overcome, the components of human basic needs

are:

(i) food with sufficient nutritional value*,

(ii) shelter and clothina-,

(iii) education for all:

(iv) clean water

(v) health and care.

This aoproach to development in tryino to fulfil the basic human needs

underlies the siam'ficance of education in three interrelated ways:

1. As a basic human need for the acquisition of knowledoe, skills, attitudes9

values etc reauired for a productive life;

2. As a means for meeting other basic needs e.a. nutrition., clean drinking

water, health services, food, clothinr, shelter. These can be achieved

through education but at the same times good food and hotter nutrition

can improve the learrinn capacity of individuals.

3. As. an activity education sustains and accelerates development. Through

education nations prepare and train skilled'workers to manaoe canitaT
and technoloqv and for service,in all sectors of the economy. Experience

has shown that investment without the accomoaniment of human knowledge

and skills does not yield the expected results, hut that through trained

nersonnel and development methodolonies9 education facilitates the

advancement of knowisdne in pure and anplied fields.

Education also raises the consciousness of people in dealing and coping with

the environment. Education also helps in the transformation of relationship

between individual and society consenuent upon the rapid economic prowth and the

technological change. But education is most effective in tloinn all this in a
situation where several inter-related policies and programmes fosterinc? social and

economic development are at work simultaneously. (See charts II and III)

Education, it must be emphasized, is not just a sector of development at

national level oarallel to agriculture or industry, hut is a pervasive element
renuirinq inteoration both horizontally and vertically into all national development

efforts. As a pervasive element its content and form must be diverse.



General education is as essential to attaining development objectives as training
development objectives as traininq in specific skills is. Soth education and training
are essential to change and therefore it is essential to invest both in education
arid training as in other fields to ensure the use of knowledge and skills in a growing

- economy. 'It can be said that equity in education and national economic development

are mutually consistent in that an increase in rural education tends to lead to
improved agricultural methods and hence to productivity.

I. Major Issues facing African Education Development

The major issues facinp African educational development are:

(a) laroe numbers still lack basic education and the rates of illiteracy

are still verv high for many countries%

(b) the existence of limited educational opportunities for the majority of
the population,

(c) educational inefficiencies keen both number of students in school and
the quality received by those students much below what the available

resources might1 permit

(ri) external inefficiency 1/ in as far as the products of theeducational
systems are unable to find employment or are less productive.

(e) lack of well managed systems and disorientation toward research to cope

with multifarious problems of development.

To-day, much of the concern in education had been for social equity; for the

development of science teaching; for the improvement of the internal and external
efficiency of the school system; for the relevance of education to national needs;
and for the buildinn of national capacity for management and research in education.
Indeed the three issues of major concern have been relevance of education, the

use of national lanouaqe9 and the institutionalization of educational development.

These major issues make it necessary for us to plan education.

Why Plan

tfost countries plan their social and economic activities in order to:

(1) offset uncertainty and channel

(2) focus attention on objectives

(3) gain or obtain economical operation of programmes and activitiess and

(4) facilitate control of programmes and activities.

1/ External efficiency refers to the effect of education on economic and

social development in the community at larne.



A systems approach to educational olanninn

The special meaning of the term "System" and such related terms as "Systems Concept",
"Systems approach", and "Systems analysis", emerged durinq and after the 2nd World Mar
as result of research and problem solving efficiency, and most important of all the
development of complex man-machine systems.

'■'hat emeraed was a new method in planning and development, in which desioners
learnt that they had first to identify the purpose and performance expectations of
the System before developing the component part of the whole system. It is the
system as a whole and not the separate parts, that must be planned designed developed,
installed and managed, "hat is really important is not how the individual parts of
the system function separately, but the way they are integrated in the system to

achieve a goal.

A system, therefore, can be defined as deliberately designed and structured
organisms, comprised of inter-related and interactino components which should function
in an integral whole to attain a orodetermined and specific purpose.

Systems have Purpose. They are built from parts or components, the sum of these
beino the Continent of the system for three accomplishment of a specific purpose.
The Operation and functions in which the continent is engaged in order to accomplish
the purpose of the system sum up the Process of the system. (See cnart I)

Systems Analysis

Systems Analysis is a tool available to the executive in makina decisions based
on incomplete information. It is designed to assist a decision maker in identifying
a preferred (or optimum) choice among possible alternatives.

It is a way of lookino at problems without use of analytical aids or computing
devices. A system should have inherent variables and interdependences and hence
different out puts can be nroduced by different inputs. (See chart II)

Systems Analysis tries to arrive at some kind of optimal solution of a decision
problem. It usually consists of an att mpt to minimize costs for any specified
outcome or conversely, to maximise benefits for a enven cost.



Chart 1. The major components, of an educational system

1G

11

12

L PROCFSS

Aims and priorities

to guide the system's activities

Students

whose learning is the rnain aim of the system

ranaaement

to co-ordinate, direct, evaluate the system

Structure and time schedule

to deploy time and student flows amonn different

Content

the essence of what students are intended to acquire

Teachers

to help provide the essence nnd orchestrate the learnino process

Learning aids

books, blackboard, mans, films9 laboratories, etc.

Facilities

to house the process

Technology

all the technioues user1 in doinq the system's work

Ouality controls

admission rules, marks, examinations, 'standards'

Research

to improve S'.nowledne and the system's performance

Costs

indicators of efficienc; of the system

Sources:

Mote'

The World Educational Crisis by P, H. Coombs pp. 11 l?s "■ 1-

for Charts 1 to 111.

An Educational system li!e all other systems lias purpose, process

and content. The relationship of these three aspects is demonstrated

in Fiaure I.

A

Finure I: The variables of the System.
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Supra-systems

Society is the supra-system9 from which the education system receives its purpose

resources, demands and limitation. Systems operate in the Tarcje context of their

environment, and the large context of education is society. Society is the supra-

system of education.

Figure 2.

Supra-system-

Put there are also other systems which are usually called sub-systems of society.

They are called Deer systems of education. Business* industry, reliqion and Government

are examples of other peer systems. The sunra-system has its own purpose, process

and content. It surrounds the peer systems and interacts with them and from in the

other systems receive their imoact. From society, for example, education receives its

purpose as well as its students, personnel, material am' resources. It is into the

supra-system that the system sends its outnut. In the case of education, these outputs

include the oerson bein? educated and the knowledge thereby developinc. If a system

is to maintain itself the adequacy of its ounut must be assured. In order to achieve

this, the system has to provide for continuous assessment of its output and for its

feedback into the system. The feedback of the "utput assessment erreroes as a basis

for system adjustment. The structural relationship of input-output and feedback is

shown in Fiqure 3, which depicts the first major adjustment demand to be satisfied

towards maintaining compatibility of the system within its environment.
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Uj_ Systems Approach and its Significance to Education

In assessino the significance of systems approach to education, it should.first
be determined whether education is really a system. Education is a rar-r-ade structured
entity with a specific Purpose. Its purpose is usually inteorater: with *r.d influenced
by the purpose of its supra-svstem, that is society. Anv educational activities
receive their input, resources, constraints and evaluation of adeauacy rrom society.
Education is comnosed of numerous sub-systems such as curriculum- instructions nuidance
administration etc. Each of t':ese sub-systems has its o'-n objectives that each
serve the overall educational purnose. Education is9 furthermore, product oriented,
its products beinn the educated person and knowledge provided throur-i research
results. Those responsible for education try to promote and practise economy and
should attempt to meximise output, while continually imcrovino the oroduct performance
with the most economical use of resources. It should br concluded that education
is a system evolved in line with the theories of the above discussion and shoulo,
therefore, benefit from the application of the systems approach.

■?any educators, therefore, realizina the systens nature of education and the
unique potential that systems approach can brin" to cope vtfth complex nroblems and
the design of educational procrarrmes, have turned to tMs approach. The desioner
of instructional systems has only limited reliable research data available to him
and must, on account of this, make pragmatic and intuitive design decisions.
A considerable experimentation and testino in educational applications of the system
anproach is urgently required. In order to utilize fully the systems approach in
education the most important characteristics relevant to systems anproach should
be reviewed. These characteristics are as follows:

1. Insistence uoon a clear definition o* the purpose cf the syster:
clearly formulated performance expectations to enable construction of
criteria that '-ill subsequently indicate the denree to which these
expectations have been fulfilled,

2. Examination of the input characteristics.

3. Consideration of alternatives and identification of what Has to be
done9 how, hy whom or what, when and where etc., to ensure attainment

of the predetermined performance.

4. Implementation of the system ar-d evaluation of its output to measure

the deoree of fulfilment of the expected nerformance.

C. Identification and implementation of any adjustments needed to ensure
attainment of the nurpose, anH to optimize systems output and systens

economy.

TranrVitinq these major system characteristics into t!ie main domain of education

strateoies requires:

1. Determination of specific .learning objectives in behavioural terms,
clearly statinn what is expected of the learner, what he knows9 and
fea'ls as an outcome of his learn inn exoeriences.
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2. Construction of performance measures to evaluate the denree to which
the learner has attained these objectives.

3. Examination of the input characteristics and abilities of the learner.

thr^l °' *i!e typeS of learni™ as well as events that provide
the necessary conditions onablinc the learner to oerform as expected-.

learningCsituB-:°onfOrm:; °f instructional events t0 facilitate the teachinc-

6. Consideration of alternatives for the selection of learninn content

a5 °nentS ^ resources needed t0 achieve the stated '

7. Installation of the system and collection of information from the
tinuir.ns ot oerfonrance as well as testinn and evaluation.

Regulation of the system, the feedback from testino and evaluation
will determine modifications of the system to ensure ever-imnrovinq
learning achievement and optimum systpm economy.

the oreseV^nfn"**111?0™1^ ^"ttonal fends will lead to the realization of
of S?ona? r^P-t'c^i61111"165^"1 te eitfiit str&t^^ stated above. Statementsot eaucat,onol cojecuves drawn up by educational oolicvmakers ar«> usually in

rH^ $$ ?1 ^ t0° bro8d a" ^^tatior, "i actu I'lear i J
thm Tp-rhl.f Cm^' Jearmnc! experiences and components would best achieve
and mealurahl ^.-n-" ■,-'U"11y ?ccus^ed t0 ^-f^m learninn outcomes in operational
concerrJ ahnn-H'£ « ■ . rafs-;°"ed =>" outcora exiiectaticn-.s tsachers are mostly
concerned atouu r.mshmn vJia look, or- having their students nass their examinations.

v'3' sp5r-fJed °Mac«y«. it is difficult to assess input capabilities
"- m-foi-natwn on student characteristics is seldom comolete.

^irl^L^uf i "fuaT lyecuated with textbooks and is determined by committees
textboo^-Plt-Xtb0°kS,- T"h?lPt Clearly ^entified learnino objectives such
textbook.lelecions iajk rHlevance. "acue objectives cannot serve as bases for

S?snLrS n??v" 2"? SS a '•■esult'."of th1S students are often'unclrtaln^boutwhat is expected of tnc«. ,hey ore soiretines tested on materials they have not

Sri^ftf1- t0 StUdy SUbJeCtS alrMdy rastered w' «e" are scheduledto master tasks upon wnv:n :«;■ a,-a -,v.Vcr. niven an oDpoi-tur.it>' for assessment. In
contemporary instructional proviramnes there is an obvious lack of clearlv desioned and
tel inn 9^Ied curn=nulil ar;d of ^*e"«1 congruence of objectives, cSrric&and
and thi'leIrn^'srener?o?TOancT Pr°V1Si°nS ^ 1mDrovement of Instructional proorammes
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IV. Bases for design of "an educational system

Systems are developed around a purpose, which is the nucleus around which it

grows. What is the purpose around which systems in education should built? As Bloom

(1956) states, education has three domaines:

The cognitive domain which is mainlv concerned with knowiedae, information,

The affective domain, which includes feel inns, attitudes, emotions etc. and

Psycho-motor skills in which the learner should master a physical skill.

One of the purposes of education^ therefore,, is to impart specific knowledge,

attitudes and skills. In other words, the nurnose around which systems should be

dasiqned is instructional. On the other hand,, one can propose that the purpose of

education is to ensure the attainment of specific knoHedoe, attitudes and skills.

Thusg learninq is the nurpose around "'bich the educational system is to crow.

From this it is evident that there are crucial differences between instruction

and learninq. The following discussion demonstrates an educational system with

learninq as its nucleus. Although the aim here is not to explain the crucial

differences between learning and instruction, some points should be mentioned to
indicate these differences.

The typical classroom sets up an environment, one person (the teacher) faces

35 or 50 students. This environment is uniformly controlled through requlated

instruction. If the learnino process was to be seriously studies no-one would

seriously support such methods: obviously 35 or 50 persons cannot learn with

such limitino uniformity;.

40 or 50 minutes is found to be the time usually scheduled for one class period.

If learninq were in focus3 such riqid schedulinq would not exist in as much as we

knovf students learn at different speeds. There is, therefore, an urqent need for

variation in the periods of time allowed for the mastery of particular learning

tasks. In the methodology described aboves the teacher's role provides the main

source of information: he is to impart knowledoe and thfi students are his audience.

In a learning oriented system3 the roles would channe; the learner would be on the

stage and the teacher would manage the teachina/learning situation.

In the distinctions made above, one may juxtapose two kinds of educational

systems.. In the first, the learner's role is 'reacting' while the teacher's role

is 'active1; the teacher selects the content and learning experiences and the learner

reacts to them. The teacher-taught processes involve organization, which the student

only reacts by making oassive connections of impressions. The learner's unique motives

are rarely accented, often discouraged. In the second system, the learner assumes an

active role in selecting content .and learninn experiences, his thought processes

involve orqanization and he is reauired to do morp than passively connect impressions.

In the learninq environments experiences are sought that are personally satisfying

to the learner.
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In curriculum desion, learning1 should he the focus; systems in education should
be built primarily for the promotion of learning. Accordingly instruction is the procass
rather than the ourpose of educat:'cr. r->or a systems vievpoi«t, instruction denotes
processes and functions introduced into the learner's environment, to facilitate the
mastaryof specific learnino tasks. Therefore any interaction between the learner and
his environment throu^ which the learner is makinq nrocrfiss towards t'e attainment
of specific knowledge, attitudes and s!:ills is viewed as instruction.

An instructional system can be assessed ! y the deqree to which it nrovides an
effective system for the learner. Such a system serves its nurpose to the extent
of achievement in the environment of the learner of all the possible interactions that
will result in the attainment of the desired performance. Throuoh the line of reasoning
developed h^re, it is believed that instruction can become fully compativle with
learning. By this means of rationale ths sub.iect Instructional Systems was selected
here for this discussion.

V. The Design of an Instructional System

The development of an instructional systen (system for learninq) is a decision-
making operation, decisions have to be made or. what should be learned9 how, by whorr,
when and where, how learninq should ^s evaluated and improved'and what resources
should be involved in preparing and nrovidiro for learninq. Ths. systems approach to
instructional desion and its development offers a logical structure apt' the efficient
use of stratenies for making these curriculum decisions.

Figure -■ introduces the structure arid describes the systems strategies that
can be utilized in the development ov any instructional system. The objectives of
thesyster determine the relative desion and action needed to attain them. The
osciyn is then implemented ai'to th--: output tested by criteria '.tevelcper1 on the basis
of objectives specifications-

The test findinns sre interpreted to measure the rxte/sc of the accomplishrent
of these objectives and, if necessary, the system redesigned to rnsure this.

In considering thp structure as illustrated in Mcure 5 the followinn noints
should he consideredr

Identify behaviour?! objectives.

De-termine and fcmilate a precise account of '"hat the learner is expected to doa
know, and f-^e'l as a result of his learninq experiences (formulate behavioural objectives).

Construct performance measures to be based en objectives and use then to test
terminal proficiency (develop test).

Find cut what has to be learned by the student so that he can behave in the
my described by the objectives specified. In the course o* t'lis analysis, the
input capabilities of the learner must also be assessed (analysis of learnino tasks).



Consider alternatives an<? state action proposed to ensure that the learner will

master the tasks (function analysis].

Determine who or what has the best potential to accomplish these functions

(component analysis),

Decide when and where the functions are to he carried out (desinn of the system). ^

The designed system can no»>? be tried out or tested, implemented and installed.
The performance of the learner, wo is the prciuct of th°. systetr should be evaluated
in order to assess the deqree to which he bef-aves in the way described (imolement and
test-output).

Establishinq the evaluation and then feeHfack into the system to forecast any

necessary chanaes that minht be peedeH to iirr^ovf LV-e ^yster (modify or chanae and

improve).

IDENTIFY

BEHAVIOURAL

OBJECTIVES

s

\ f

TASKS

\ f
PFSIGV

SYSTEM

DETERMINE

rr-JD FORfHIL/'TF

OBJECTIVES

COHSTPUCT

A

Fioure 5: The design of an instructional system

\
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rHcrncI*!!^ br°ad framework as Presented above, it is important to
discuss the component strategies of the development and '
system.

VI« Determination and Formulation of Objectives

Kta^T^T?! °! th^ste" ™st.be established

systeJl t ^HelcHb"^ '"? $hOuld P™v1de
consKiered only durinc, the design nhase of the development of

A statement of the purpose,, however, is not a statement of obiectivp* hut i-
serves the point of departure In forrolatino such objectives. obJect1ves> but 1"

Specification of objectives

aMe t0 *°< b» us1n" verbs that denote
lnf^f-n° the stimul"s th»t is to evoke the behaviour of the learner-
SffiKSffl"'1110 "e used bv the1^

hS SoJni.The displayed hy 1
response lenath, speeds rate etc.

psychblogical conditions.

measurlb^nd^hl!^! arf formu]ated in the manner, their attainment will be
measurable and they can also serve as a basis for the development of the system
Analysis of learning tasks

Once the specific performance expected of the learner has been irfpnHfi

. the particular terminal performance expected of'S l^rner ffkln, the



human capabilities of learner-skill:, knowledge and attitudes that the individual

needs to carry out specified output performance must be determined.

It is important thr.t the difference between performance and learning tasks is

understood. Performance tasks, as described in the statement of objectives,

indicate the behaviour of which the product of the system should be capable at the

output point. Learning tasks and their analysis identify the extent of learnino to

be undertaken to enable demonstration of the performance described. Although the
need to conduct an analysis of learning tasks is of oreat importance 0 it may he \*
argued that an objective should inform the learner clearly what has to be learned.

If the expected performance is described in behavioural tentiS, this also surely

describes the learnino tasks. It may well be that for certain behaviour5 a description a
of output, performance would identify the learning tasks. This could be the case

when the;process of acouisition of certain behaviour falls into such categories as
response and chain learning.

Input competence

In most cases the learner brings to the learning situation some skills, information,

attitudes, etc. that are relevant to what he is supposed to learn. It would be a
waste of time to teach competences already possessed hy the learner. These usually

tend to be competences such as initial or input capabilities orienting behaviour.

System designers should assecs the capabilities already acquired by the learner
relative to the learning inventory. This assessment is pertinent even in the case
of a learner who acquires some esoteric knovledqe.

Input test

By using an input test we can determine what a student already knows about the

subject in question. This trill vary from one student to another. To consider this

variation is important. The learner who has not acquired the capabilities will be

frustrated and will not reach the desired performance. The student who is scheduled
to learn what he already knows fill he bored and probably lose interest. A testoof

innut capabilities would help to avoid both pitfalls and would remit nrovision of
a pre-input programme to overcome deficiencies in some learners and to arrange for
the advanced placement of others.

Identification of Learning Tasks .:/

It is generally found that the learner has already acquired capabilities

relevant to a particular set of learning tasks. To identify the actual task of

learnino one mi'st subtract whatever /Is already knov'n to t'e learner (input competence)

from a specific set' of learning tasks {inventory of learning tasks). The characterization,

of learning tasks provides additional information about them to be used.as input data

for design of the system.

There are two methods by which the characterization can be accomplished.

The first is to specify the. type ,of learning represented by the acquisition of

particular learnino task., Gsonei/ identifies a comprehensive set of learning types
such as signal learning., response learnino, motor and verbal chains, multiple
discrimination concept learning, principle learning and drotlem soTving. These

types differ sianificantly with regard to particular conditions needed to ensure the

1/ Robert tA. Gaqnr5 The Conditions of Learning

"(New York: Holt, Rinehnrt ?: Winston, 19ff.).
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mastery of learninq tasks for different tyres.

The second method of characterization of learnino tasks characterization is

quantification. This involves the measurement of difficulty in the mastery of a specific
learning task. The; information derived is needed for two purposes: (a) it can be
used to project the time needed to overcome a learning task, and (b) it acts as a guide

in estimating the content needed for treatment of any particular learning task.

Quantification data can be eccrued from observinq learning over a period of time and
recording information relevant to the time needed for the mastery of the learning

task. , : ■

VII. The design of the system

Once the tasks for attainment by the learner are identified and characerized

the planner should then design the system to provide for the mastery of these tasks.

Systems development consists of four major strateaies:

- functions analysis (what has to be done and how?)

- components analysis (who or what has the potential to do it?)

- distribution of functions arano components (who or what will do exactly what?);

- scheduling (when and where it will be tiom7)._ Figure 5 illustrates the

relationship of these strategies within the whole framework of the systems

development structure.

A. Functions Analysis

The input data for functions analysis is the information gained from the

identification and characterization of the learning tasks. The purpose of functions

analysis is to identify every variable for inclusion in the system also to facilitate

the attainment of the specified learninn tasks. In designing the system there are

four functions that need to be accomplished. They are as follows:

1 . Selection and organization of the content;

Z'v Selection and organization of the learning experiences;

3. ^anagino the learners;

4. Evaluation.

1. Selection and organization of the content

Most subjects provide unlimited scone for choice of content. Selection iss

therefore, a decision-making operation demanding a sound rational basis. Characterization

of the learning task is a primary Lasis for content selection as is information on

the type of learning represented by a task.
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2. Selection and Organization of the Learning Experiences

The result of the content selection and organization determines what is supposed
to be learned and in what sequence but it does not show how this learning should take
place There are many alternatives for presenting the selected and organized content
to the learners and many different ways of practising, manipulating and making use of

content.

Implementation of the phases of selection and organization of the content, should
accommodate both the individual and the groups already mentioned It is important
that decision-making of learning experiences should take these differences into

consideration.

In selecting end organizing the learnino experiences, there are several variables
such as information on what the learner already knows to assist him in mastery of the
learninq tasks specified by the system, aptitude variables and learning style of the
individual learner or possible alternatives of available learning experiences, for
eventual selection of those best matching the abilities of the learner. Criteria
can then be formulated for matching appropriate learning experiences to appropriate

learners.

3. Managing the learners

The third aspect of functions analysis, the management of learners, may be
,^horf ac'-thP nmrpss of identifying and effecting the functions that keep t

The third aspect of functions analysis, xne mandyemein, u( ■.«■'«"-• »**j *~

described as the process of identifying and effecting the functions that keep the
learner oarticipatino croductively in the learning activities. In developing a design
for management of the learners adequate data about the learner is needed to introduce
short term and lona-tenn incentives and to meet the individual requirements so that
he csn be keot optimally involved in learning This management also includes the
design of procedures and strategies to provide the teacher with an appropriate selection
of suitable curriculum alternatives.

4. Evaluation

This function provides for the constant monitoring of the learner and of the
system. It ooses a continuous inquiry into the learners, achievements and into the
effectiveness and efficiency of the system. 'tore specifically, the designer of the
Ssto ^St find answers to" the followina questions. On the basis of the progress the
learner is wakina, is he likely to attain his termir.a objectives? If not what
adjustments ouaht to be made? Are the functions provided by the system the best to
achieve the system's goals. What are some of the shortcomings? It could be by
pursuing these inquiries and monitoring the learner and the system continuously.

B. Components Analysis

The curriculum resulting from function analysis needs to be qualified^further
by the findings of component analysis. This is considered to be one of the most
radical der?rtures from present curriculum practices suggested by the systems approach.
The term component analysis refers to the decision to be made as to whom or what should
be employed to carry out the specific functions. The application of the systems
concent to education has introduced a new way of looking at the who s and what s
of the learning environment. Hore specifically, the value of systems expressed by
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and inherited in the term instructional media has a different role. The teacher and the
n£\ « ITl m<?di%asud versified variables but as consents of a system Thev aVe
dea U #p rtlll f the1r/bJ11*y t0 acconolish specific educational functions? This
Itt IL t1 co?p of comPonents analysis. Given a specific function, derived
1 e components analysis, the problem is first to consider alternative means or

components which have the potential required and then to select from among these al
alternates the one that aopears to be the best to perform the needed functior The
system deS1gner will choose the human resource means, or tools tKaTwi 11 best carrj
clduVtin™™ ""2 °pt^e the attai« of the predetermined performance. l7

7"9 ~ T analyils> ^stem designers should never take any component for
rLLhoaUSe 1^ts aiWayS been used- On the other hand' a component shouldnot be rejected because it has been used for a lonq time.

conDonHntf ^L^fI 2f ^P^ent analysis is that the components should fit the
of thinking u rinl?^nCll°n fittin? the comP°nentss or the non-systems way

S« to JhP tllrlt ■" hehwldes^ad Dracti« of assiqnina instructional
I 1° ? teachei" S1M.V because he is in the classroom. It is to overcome

s SrcsS"*that the order of ^
of."""PO^nts.anaiysis is that the designer should always

c • Wstribution of Functions among Components

throuohp^r^rh'Vh5 3he.process of ^ianing functions to soecific components
throughout which the designer must consider what components offer the best pothrouohp^r^rhVh 3 pthroughout which the designer must consider what components offer the best potential

and ?iXllon?S* f^ZV^ ^T'0"" He ™St alS0 COnsider th% »nst?Z

achieve the best possible output with the least possible time anVat Clowes? possibl
cost.

D. Schedulino

is thp^rfnfthfi5 Strate^v \s schedulino - which involves decision takino. It
is the part of the learmnq system concerned with tine and olace. Once the distri

£2as rrts'rs'ss ^"TisrateisrS
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VIII. Implementation and Quality Control

The processes of desiqn and development produce a system which is ready to be put
into operation. Before the system is installed, however, two additional strategies
should be introduced.

System Training, Syst^ tninin- is a pre-installation

exercise of the system. It helps to refine the operational inter-relationship and
integration of the components or sub-systems. Huring the trial period it can be
ascertained whether the human variables of the system really possess the needed
capabilities. If deficiencies are discovered, training or adjustment process should
be introduced to attain the required competence.

Systems Evaluation. The application of the systems concept also requires testing
the system before it is installed. System testing serves the purpose of ascertaining
whether the system can perform the processes for which it was desinned. There are
several ways to conduct systems evaluation or testinq. As a minimum requirement the
designer must think through the subsequent steps of the desiqn process, continuously
asking himself if the product of the particular step being tested is the best one to
achieve the predetermined objectives of the system.

System installation. Systems training and systems evaluation and testinq are
two initial strategies for the implementation phase of systems operation. The product
of these strategies is the decision either to install the system or eliminate it. If
installation is decided upon, then the system is out into operation in its planned
environment and begins to process the input for production of predetermined output.
During operation, the system is continuously evaluated in order to measure its adequacy
and the cumulative and terminal performance of the learner.

Auality Control through Evaluation. The purpose of quality control of any system
is to ensure that its objectives are being met. If nots adjustment should be
introduced in order to modify or change the system so that the pre-stateri objectives
can be eventually attained. This phase of systems development is comprised of several
strategies with specific purposes of their own; these are: (a) systems monitorinq, which
is used to evaluate continuously the effectiveness of the system, and (b) performance
testing, which is a means of measuring the progressive achievement and terminal
proficiency of the learner.

Performance evaluation and testing. The evaluation of the learner's performance
is accomplished through continuous checking of the learner progress and by testina
his perforrance capabilities at the terminal noint.

Evaluations, which are used throughout the programme are desioned for the purpose
of:

- Measuring the input competencies of the learner in relation to the
pre-established learning tasks;
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- Measuring the degree to which the Isarner has the competencies learning tasks;

- Diagnosing learning style and learning rate to accommodate the individual

learner;

- Assessing the progress of the learner in order to introduce any change

necessary to enable him to perform accordinq to expectation;

- Indicating specific deficiencies in the system itself.

'The test to measure output performance should assess the decree to which the

student is able to exhibit the behaviour snecified by tN objectives.

System adjustments: improvement by change or modification. Fxistino educational

programmes do provide for the measurement of the learner progress and terminal

proficiency. Test results are usually communicated to the learners to inform them

of their progress and achievement. These results, however, are only occassionally

used by the designer for the modification and/or changes of the instructional

programme. One of the most effective,aspects of the systems approach is the continuous

feedback of performance data into the system for the purpose o* makinn adeauate

adjustments.

The self adjustment characteristics of systems development prescribe chanqe

as a perpetual process in the development operation and paintenance of systems.

It is safe to say that the only valid means of maintaining a system is by purposely

modifying and changinq it. Those responsible for education and educational planning

probably find difficulty in ories^tatino themselves to this particular characteristic
of systems development.
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FART III

Practical Methodologies of Educational Planning for

Countries 1/

The Mature of Educational Planning

Planning of educational service is not new; existing educational facilities

cou'fti'not have come into existence without some fcrm of planning. 5ut durino the
past decade or so increase^ attention has been civen to educational plannino as a

function in its own ri^ht. It hasbeen recoonized that resources devoted ^'.education
can be used more .effectively if ministries" of education view the development'of ;
educational services from a dynamic point of view and from the standpoint of the
contribution which education can make to national social 9 econdmic9 cultural and

political.development.

Planning involves obtaining and analysing statistics and usino them to make

projections of future development* in particular estimates of human3 physical anc*
financial resources needed to achieve proposed development. As lonq as any form of

planning has been practised,, some calculations have been necessary. Put the^rccent ■',..-

emphasis on co-ordination of, educational facilities, both internally and in. their ■,
widoi context, and the importance placed on the time aspect of educational development
have called for a more developed methodology for quantitative estimates and projections

of that development than was previously considered adequate.

Purpose and Scope^of the Section .-*;■■ ' , ';;

■ the;aim of this manual is to help the officer dealing with the'planning "of
educational development and his statistic?.! staff, or anybody studing t;o undertake

such tasks., to master the techniques-involved'-in making1 A "Quantitative'assessment of
the situation anc1 trends of the oducationr.l services x.n6 in oreparinn plans for
future development. It is intended to serve the pr^ctic?.! administrator rather than

the abstract mathematician. In various countries attemnts have been made to interpret

phenomena associated with educational activities in the form of mathematical models
which could be used? often with the sic1 of computers, to analyse1 andvappraise
educational services in quantitative terns and to estimate and project future

developments. Considerable advance has beer. made9 in particular in relation to student

flows, but much remains to.be done, especially in the sphere of analysis and ,prcjoction
of costs. .

To the uninitiated and to many who have the task of adrcipisterino educatipnal

policy the formulae in which such models arc expressed can anpear frightening/but
in most casos they state simple9 and often obvious arithmetical relationships in

stylized symbols, although occasionally thev required.a knowledqe of statistics,
economics and at times ^conorretrics.

1/ Based and modified from O.P. Chesswas manual; i■othodolccios of

Educational Planninc for Pevelopinr Countries, '^ESC^ I.I.E.P.,



In many countries it can be taken for qranted that there will be available

personnel to whom formulae and mathematical models are as easy to understand as a

straightforward newspaper report, but in many African countries, to which this
manual is mainly addressed, such specialized personnel are not available and the
staff of the educational planning service may well be unable to understand material
presented in such a manner. Moreover, the wisdom of using the most advanced techniques .
where statistics are weak is open to doubt.

This manual therefore deliberately avoids formulae as much as possible and
presents its calculations in arithmetical terms. In the process it loses the advantage .

of the conciseness of the formula and inevitably tends to 'spread1, but one cannot

have it both ways. It is hoped that its practical approach, facing up to the kinds

of difficulties which are often met in developing countries9 may also be useful to
those who use the more developed techniaues of the mathematical models.

It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of what education is about

and how it is structured and works; a sufficient knowledge of simple economics,
manpower planning and demography to be able to understand the approach of those who
deal with these aspects of educational development and to discuss confidently their

effects on his work; an elementary knowledge of statistics, alqebra and the use of
graphs; but a sound basis of arithmetical concepts and processes.

In most countries the officer planning educational development works in the
ministry of education (which may be at state level in a federation), although there
are cases where he belongs to the ministry dealing with over-all national development.
Whereever he is situated, it is essential that he has close links with, inter alia:

(1) The administrative, financial and supervisory or inspectorate sections

of the ministry of education.

(11) The ministry or body responsible for over-all national planning

(111) All other ministries having connexions with education, those which
supply resources for education, such as the ministries dealing with
finance and public works, those administering non-formal education,
those trainina their own personnel, such as a ministry of agriculture

training its extension workers, and those who are recipient of the
products of the educational services, particularly the ministry or

body which recruits personnel for government services.

(iv) Bodies administering universities.

(v) Regional, municipal and local administrations, whether they administer

educational services or not.

(vi) Organizations which administer private schools.

Educational develonment is so comnlex that its nlannino must be undertaken by
a team of neople with various interests and specialized abilities. The main objectives
are a matter of high policy to be decided at a political level, with or without advice
from experts or people of prominent standing. The planning of the content of education
and the educational methods needed to attain those objectives require the co-ordination
of the views of specialists in the various fields. The linking of educational development
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with population change requires the co-operation of demographers. The contribution

which education can make towards economic and human resource development brings

economic and manpower planners into the discussion. In addition there is the interest

in, and influence on, education of thp aroups listed in the previous paragraph.

The educational planninn officer is seen in this manual as the co-ordinator of

all these contributions to the planning of educational development and the person

who calculates what it all means in terms of human, Physical and financial resources
which must be employed in the context of wider national development, so as to ensure

that the proposals are feasible and appropriately linked to the over-all development

plan.

This manual is intended to help hirr with those calculations, to serve and

guide in the quantitative methodolonies needed for the building up of an educational

plan in developinq countries, and taking into account difficulties which many such

countries encounter in collecting adequate and reliable data. In spite of the short

time during which quantitative methodology has been studied, its scope has already

been so broadened that in this manual it is necessary to limit the field dealt with.

The contents of this manual are therefore confined to methodology needed for the

practical purpose of drawing up a plan, leaving aside further methodological concepts

and techniques needed for such important fields as research. For the same reason it

concentrates on formal first and second-level education. Many of the fundamental

techniques described are also applicable to third-level and non-formal education*
but these two sectors, although fundamental to the balanced development of education,

differ sufficiently from what is sometimes known as the 'school system' as to need

separate consideration in isolation, and they are aiven ^road consideration, especially

the third level as a 'consumer' of second-level products.

Sequence of the Educational Planninn Process

The major stages which should be followed in the process of educational planning
are:

Stage I Analysis and appraisal of statistical data

This serves: (a) to highlight existing problems to be tackled in proposals
for the future; (b) to trace the evolution o^ the growth, dynamics and balance of
the educational services on which to base estimates for future growth and flow rates;,

(c) to give an up-to-date picture of the base from which future development must start.

Stage II Formation of proposals for policy

In the light of the analysis and appraisal of what exists and how it has been

evolving, and in the context of proposed national developments proposals are prepared
which are considered to be desirable and aopropriate.

Stage III Projections, programming and detailed allocation of projects

This calculation of the quantitative implications of proposals, in terms of

human and physical resources, is the basis for testing the feasibility of these
proposals.



Stage IV Costing, feasibility testing and consideration of alternatives

This is the crucial test of whether the proposals are likely to be realistic.
If alternative methods fail to make them so, they may have to be'modified and re-testet1. ,

Stage V Decision and implementation

The move from planning to action.

Stage VI Evaluation and revision

The very important comparison of actual development with what was nlanned,
the appropriateness of'actual educational development to evolving national developments

and consequent adaptation and revision.

Owing to the complexity of educational systsms and their development, matters can
never turn out to be so neatly separable and there are frequent crossings of the

arbitrary boundaries between these stages. There are already many students at

various stages in the 'pine-line'9 and there are practical comn'iications arising

from the fact that the whole procedure from analysis to final implementation takes

time and during that time the educational services are functioning and evolving further

of their own momentun. Political pressures may require urgent concentration on one

or more sectors of the educational services. In practice the educational planner -
is quite likely to find himself working on different stages, possibly in respect of

different sectors of the educational services,1at1the same time. However the stages

listed above are broadly applicable and serve to prasent complex material in conveniently

organized manner.

The Educational Planner's Attitude to his Work

Concentration or; figures can load to a loss of balance in one's approach to

the subject dealt with. A few words of warning are therefore given hare, and the
reader may well be advised to turn back from tins" to time to remind himself of them.

The calculations that may emerge from this manual are necessary for good planning,

but educational Planning is not simply, nor necessarily predominantly, a quantitative

matter. It is an inextricable mixture of qualitative and quantitative considerations,

in which first one and then the other comes into crominencs. It is very important

that the reader bears this in mind constantly when using this manual and does not

let its emphasis pn the ouantitat'Ive aspects of the process give a wrong impression of
the balance needed in planning educational development.

Education concerns human beings, in particular students and teachers. Many

of the figures with which the educational planner works are attempts at interpreting

and forecasting human nhanomena in numerical terns, which is often a hazardous

procedure. Dehumanized figures must never be allowed to dominate a humanitarian

approach.
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The statistical data with which the educational planner works, and t&ose of his

close colleagues, the economi and manpower planners and the demographic statisticians

are often not very reliable. Add to this the fact that projections must be based on

assumptions which may prove to be wide of the mark, and it is clear that the projections
contained in a plan can only be expected to give a rough indication of the way things

will go9 and that they must be constantly checked against events as they occur and

modified if necessary.

Some Basic Considerations ;

Ho two national educational systems are exactly alike. Even those which were
introduced in different countries by the same colonial administration usually have
variations, of greater or lesser importance. Difference can be found between States
of the same federation. When one considers systems springing from separate cultures

the variations can be very wide.

Inspite of this, there are two important features which every country has to

face.

(i) Social and psychological factors influencing and motivating males
and females may result in differences in behaviour between the two groups.

(ii) Schools fall into groups: by level, staae and type? and by geographical

area, if only urban and rural.

This indicates a need to deal with all human phenomena9 students and personnels
separately for each sex, and to study and plan educational services by croups, at least
to the degree indicated by the second feature. The reader should assume that these

principles apply to all the methodolocy described in this manual.

In addition to these two fundamental aspects, each country probably has

features which complicate the situation and the task of planning even further.
Some of the main features which cause differences between educational systems are as

follows:

(i) The political-administrative structure of the country with or without

developed responsibility for educational policy and/or administration

of educational services.

,ii) Ethnic and/or linguistic distribution of populations.

(iii) Socio-economic distribution of populations.

, (iv) Religious distribution of populations and the influence and activities

of religious organizations in educational affairs. : .

(v) The division of schools between public and private schools, the latter

possibly being further subdivided between those receiving financial aid

from public funds and non-aided schools.



(vi) The proportion of mixed schools and separate boys' and airls1 schools in

the educational services.

(vii) The existence of multi-shift and/or multi-session schools,!/ and/or
part-time education.

(viii) Pay and boardinn education and transport of stu«.ie;>ts. ■

(ix) The nature anc! content of non-formal education and the distribution of
responsibilities for specific courses between fonral and non formal

education.

Host of these kinds of features exist in African countries. The reader

should use his ingenuity in adapting these illustrations to the situation with which

he is dealino.

y The distinction is made here between the multi-shift school, in which
a group of teachers teaches different oroups of childrc-r -ttendino -nt different

times on the same day and l\\e multi-session school, in which different oroups

of children use the same premises at different times on the same day9

each group with its own teachers.



Stage I

ANALYSIS A^n APPRAISAL OF STATISTICS

Section A

STUDENTS

Information needed

It is necessary to study and analyse statistical data on populations and on ages9
enrolments,, flows and Graduation of students so'as' to aive annual pictures of:
(a) a comparison of numbers of students in the educational system with populations;
(b) the. distribution of students in the educational system; and (c) the flows of
students which result in that distribution and produce outputs from the system. The
information should he shown separately for males and females and should be in the
form of national aqgreoates huilt up area by areasin view of the probability of
discrepancies between the component areas of the same country.

In the category of students and population there are two sub-categories:

(i) Comparison of the number of students in a level or stape of an educational
system with the estimated population of the age group which corresnonds

to that level or stage, hy means of an enrolment ratio and a non-schooling

gap. Th&.purpose of this information is to give an indication of the

progression of enrolments on the way to universal and compulsory educations
and it is particularly important at the first level of education and for
any stage of the second level for which universal or compulsory education is

the declared aim or a possible achievement within the foreseeable future.

(ii) The actual proportion of the estimated population of each single-year age
group enrolled in each grade. This oives a true picture of: (a) the proportion
of children of each are group in school; (b) the nature of the existina
problem of the spread of children of different ages in each trade, which has

importance from both the demographic and pedagogical points of view; and

(c) the way the problem is evolving either imorovinn or worsening.

The distribution of students in the educational system is shown in a series
of tabular summaries of enrolments by grade in each level and staqe of education,
by type of education and by branch of study where applicable. It aives a static picture
of the base from which future development must inevitably start.

In the category of flows of students and nroduction of outputs there are

three sub-categories:

(i) firade-by-year sequences of enrolments in each sector of the educational .
system throuoh to the graduates from the terminal grade in the final year.

This information should be available for as mary successive seouences

as possible; in addition a 'typical' sequen.ce based on the most recent

figures should be drawn up. This oives an order of size of the relationship

between the production-of graduates and nor:-graduates in any year and
; tho enrolment in the initial grade of the same sector at the beqinnino

of the sequenccs which is useful as a basis for planning for outouts

to meet manpower targets. It also gives an approximate'picture of the
attrition which takes place between the initial and final grade of a

seouence., which may also be useful in planning for supply of educated

manpower in addition to its indication'of the order cf size of wastage.
Ir the absence of data of better quality, such information can be used

as the basis for projecting corresponding seauences for future development.

This kind of information is crude and should, if possible, be supplemented
by the second sub-category.



(ii) Information about flov.'s within each sector of the educational system in the
form of numbers of entrants to the initial grade (and numbers of entrants
from outside the sector to other oracles, if they are significant), flow
rates (promotion, repeating and droD-out) and graduation rates. This gives
a more detailed picture of what has been hapnenino to result in the total
picture given in the first sub-category. It also indicates the order of
size of the separate phenomena 'vhich are contributing to wastage am* can be
used as a basis for Investigation into the causes of the phenomena with a
view to taking action to improve1 the situation. Such rates can be used to
provide the basis for projecting corresponding flow rates for future
development.

(iii) Information about flows of students from one level or stage to the next
in the fonr of rates of promotion related both to enrolments in the terminal
grade of the sector of source of the students, and to qraduates from that
grade. Where appropriate, this information should be available by type of
education of source and/or by type of education of admission. This
information shows: (a) the extent to which the successive sectors of the
educational services are in or out of balance with one another; (b) opportuni
ties and frustrations of students associated with prospects of entrv to continued
education- and (c) the degree of rejection of partly educated human' resources
who have satisfied the.conditions required for further education.

STUDENTS AND POPULATIONS

The enrolment ratio

The enrolment ratio is simply the percentage of fraction obtained by dividing
the total o^ enrolments in a level or stage of education by the population of the age
group which corresponds to that level or staoe. In a hypothetical countrv the
official aqe of entry to primary school is f years and the course lasts for"seven
grades; the corresponding age group, assuming a child who enters at the correct age
and passes straight through the schools is 6 to 1? inclusive.

The nonrschooiing gap

The non-schooling sap is the difference between the estimated population of the
appropriate acre groun and the numbers enrolled in the educational sector corresponding
to that group.

Proportions of populations enrolled in schools

The enrolment ratio is simply a relationship between a total of primary school
enrolments and an estimated population. It does not necessarily mean that 52.1 per cent
of the boys aned 6 to 12 are enrolled in school.

The enrolment ratio and the non-schooltnq aap are only apparent and the real
situation in relation to populations can be very different. Moreover, enrolment does
not necessarily indicate that the students are benefiting educationally. This is
particularly pertinent in the cases of drop-outs from tbe loi"er grades of primary
school before literacy has been achieved, '--hat little benefit has been obtained is
probably soon.lost. However9 in their limited way, these two indicators are useful,



both of comparison between the two sexes and between area am< as a.r> indication of the

deficiency still to be made uv before educational services ere available for all, on

the assumption that the day will cone when entry is regular at the official ape and

repeating and drop-out reduced to nesiiqiMe pronortions,

Distribution of students

This category of information ^s self-evident and needs no further comments.

FLOWS OF STUDENTS AMU PRODUCTION OF CVTPUTS

Enrolment and graduation sequences

Even with no flow statistics as such, it is possible cc cat some idea of the

dynamics of enrolments in a sector of educational services. The available total

enrolments by grade and numbers of Graduates, both by sex, over a series of years. .

Year 0 is the current year and the statistics are available for the current and

the past six years.

Diagram I illustrates this flow-pattern, shcmir.r hov? enrolments in year-6 break, up.,-

the students being rearranged in year -5 cnvinc nev compositions of enrolments.

These flow rates, combined with the graduation rates found in the manner described

earlier, give the more detailed picture of what has been happeninn vithin this sector

of the educational services.
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Flows of students between sectors of the educational system

The opportunity is taken here to illustrate the situation when movement across
geographical boundaries is important, lie assume that second-level education, althouqh
administered centrally, is organized on a regional basis and that all children
leaving primary schools in the region, both rural and urban, are eligible for
admission to all secondary-level schools, whether they he situated in rural or urban
areas.

Statistical Tatles

As a basis for the calculation of the analysed information described in the
foregoing paragraphs, a suggested list of types of tabulations is given below.
It covers some possible variations and would probably have to be further subdivided
for each particular country,

Group (All croups to be separated by area for services administered at area level).

A. lumbers of students enrolled in each grade: cross-classified by
sex and by aoe from the grade at which education divides into types,
separately for each type.

A.I Pre-first-level: could be confined to total numbers enrolled hy sex,
by age, omitting grade

A.2 First-level

A.3.a. Second-level general

A.3.h,etc. Second-level vocational, etc.

A.3.t Second-level teacher training

A.4.a,etc. Each third-level institution: in sore cases the term 'grade' might
be inappropriate at this level, and the statistics would have to be
adapted according to the circumstances

S. lumbers of students enrolled in each grade: cross-classified by sex and by
specialization or field c* study

B.I Pre-first-level: not applicable

3.2 First-level; probably not applicable

B.w.a Second-level general: from the grade at which specialization begins,
by specialization

B.3.b.etc. Second-level vocational,, etc.: by branch of study

B.3.t Second-level teacher training: by infant/upper primary for primary
teacf-ers; by specialist subjects for second-level teachers
(where applicable)

B.4.a,etc. Each third-level institution: by field of study
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C. Numbers of students, by sex, enrolled in each grade of each type

of education at each level and staoes by source

C.I Pre-first-level: probably not necessary

C.2 . First-level

C.3.a Second-level general

C.3.b,etc. Second-level vocational, etc.

C.3.t Second-level teacher traininn

C.4.a,etc. Each third-level institution; by field of study

Sources

Initial grades!/

1. Graduated^/ in t!<e previous year fron the terminal grade of the previous level
or stage (by type of school of source, if applicable); for entry to first-level

education, simply admission fror1 pre-first-level education.

2. Repeating the same grade in the same group of schools.

3. Others; for the first grade of first-level education, this will be the new intake.

Non-initial grades -

1. On promotion from the previous grade within the same group of schools. .

2. Repeating the same grade in the same group schools.

3. Others.

If there is significant movement from other groups of schools, a fourth sub-

category would have to be added for the purpose. At the grades at which, education

is divided into types, promotion and repeating would have to be subdivided into

types of source, if there were significant movement from type to type.

D. lumbers of candidates and Graduates at each terminal examinations by sex:

(a) attending the terminal5/ nrade in each group of schools,

(b) others (if applicable)

n.l Pre-first level: not applicable

D.2 First-level: if applicable

P.3.a . Second-level general: for each stage (if applicable); for each major

specialization (if applicable)

D.3.b,etc, Second-level vocational, etc.: for each branch of study
D.3.t Second-level teacher training: for each specialization (if applicable)
P.4.s,etc. Each third-level institution; for each field of study

If Graduation is graded, the tabulations must show graduates by such grading.

]_/ If education at any level is divided into stages, the first grade of a stage

is 'initial!.

2/ Tiso those who failed to graduate* if there is such admission.

3/ See footnote 1; similarly the final orade of a staqe is 'terminal'
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GROUPING OF STUDENTS: CLASSES AND SCHOOLS

Section B

Information Heeded

Students are grouped in schoolss in which they are divided into sub-groups of
which the most usual type is the class. Annual statistics on schools andclasses
should be summarized anci analysed so as to give the information listed below. All

this information should be available annually so that development can be followed.

Preferably:

1. A complete picture of the class by grade structure of each school, together
with the actual enrolment in each class of each prade.

If such detail is impracticable:

2. A summary of the total number of classes at each grade in each proup of

schools9

3. A summary of the numbers of schools hy class structure by grade,

4. A summary of numbers of schools by numbers of classes and by enrolment

sizes,

5. The average size of a class of each grade,

In cases where so few children attend school that multi-grade classes have
to be formed:

6. lumbers of schools by the number and pattern of nlanned teachinq qroups9

by numbers of teachers, by enrolment by grade.

Detailed Information by School

Information of the kind shown above is virtually complete, and enables the

class-by-qrade and enrolment-by-class-by-grade development of each school to be
followed over the years so that under-enrolments or maldistribution of enrolments

can be spotted and taken into account when development is being planned. Such

information should normally be available in the reports from the schooiSg and if

any group of schools is small enough plannina should be based directly on such

detailed information.

The Summarized Picture

There comes a stage when a group of schools is too large for such detailed

planning9 and information ate ut them must be dealt with in a summarized form.

Inevitably such summaries hide characteristics of individual schools, but they have

their usefulness.

Such information can enable the class-by-qrade development over the years to be

followed, as a basis for projection of classes to be made available in the future

but has limited value because it can hide variations in class sizes, in individual

schools ahd between schools. Howevers one must accept limitations when using summarized

data, and these categories of information give some useful indications.
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"ult1-Grade Classes

The class-by-grade structure, which is the basis of the situation just described,
does not apply in a situation in which it is not possible to muster enough children
to justify a separate class under a separate teacher at each grade, which often happens
in sparsely populated areas and in cases where parents are still reluctant to send their
children to school. 'Under such circumstances the normal method is to form multi-orade
classes, with each teacher teaching a group of children of different ages and at >
different stages of the syllabus. As with the class-by-qrade situation9 the ideal is
a separate picture of each school, and if they are fe^1enough the planner should deal
with them in that manner. This approach is not \tery common in Africa.

TEACHERS AND OTHER PERSONNEL

Section C

Information Needed

The information about teachers which is needed for planning falls into two main
categories: (a) stocks; (b) mobility. In addition the qnantitative relationship
between students and teachers is needed in the form of (c) a student/teachsr ratio.

Annual statistics about stocks, qualifications and flows of teachers should be
analysed so that the evolution of the structure of the teaching force and of mobility
rates can be traced as a basis for projection 6f future needs and supply of teachers.
Because of different factors pertaining to teachers of different qualifications* all
information should be classified by qualification, and by specialization where
applicable. It must be available separately for each sex, and there woulc be advantage
in separating data on female teachers between married and unmarried personnel. If
expatriates are employed their mobility rates in the national context would nave
little meaning and it is suagested that the information about them can be confined to
stocks. Stocks should be built un into national aggregates by level, stage and type
of education and by area where apnlicable. Flows are more appropriately viewed fron
the point of view of total national cadres by qualification.

Stocks of Teachers

This information falls into two sub-categories:

1. The stock of teachers in each sector of the educational services compared with
the desirable situation based on official staffing formulae. The rectification
of any imbalance so found is one of the bases for planning the future supply

of teachers.



2. The stock of teachers in the whole active teaching force and of trained
teachers outside the active teaching force who (if anv) wish to return
to teaching. ' '

Stock of teachers in each sector of the educational services

*.u *Th1! ^ h? conp^cated by the existence of part-time teachers. If this is so
the first step is to summarize the staff showing teachers qrouped according to the
proportion of a full weekly or other time-table wMch they teach. It is suggested
here that the percentages of full time-table be divided into groups of 20? the decision
on the division is an arbitrary one, but this grouping gives a reasonably accurate
picture of the situation without being clumsy or too detailed. In this connexion,
the term full time-table' must be carefully defined. For"instance, if the time-table
consists of 40 teaching periods per week but the average normal load carried by a
ui!;Vs PGriods* then the full time-table of a teacher is 35 periods, which

should be used as the base on which to calculate the proportions tauaht by Dart-time
teachers. ■

_ University graduates are divided into science and non-science. This is a minimum
division ana for some purposes it may be necessary to go into more detail and summarize
the availability of teacher strength for at least the major subjects. The actual
position is set against the desirable state as defined by the official staffing formula.

Stock of teaching personnel available

In view of"the spread of teachers of the same qualification across the different
sectors of the educational system, it is necessary to summarize the whole teacMno
force by qualification. Care must be taken that there is no duplication; for instance,
non-formal education must only show those trained teachers who are fully employed in
that sector; teachers who are already included in other sectors but who in addition
help, either voluntarily or with payment, in the nonformal sector must not be entered
twice, although a note on their services must be made-on the tabulation for non-formal
education. In some cases it would be useful to divide untrained teachers into broad
categories such as (a) competed upper stage secondary; (b) completed lower stage
secondary- (c) completed primary; (d) not completed'primary: (e) completed upper staae
secondary technical/vocational; (f) completed lower stage secondary technical/vocational

MOBILITY OF TEACHERS ■■-

Information Heeded

First,.there are two sub-categories connected with the training of teachers.

(i) Numbers and proportions of graduates (and possibly non-graduates) :
from teacher-training courses who immediately enter teaching service,

(ii) numbers of teachers undertaking courses for change in qualification.
This is needed so that the conseauent losses and fjains in the stocks of
teachers of each qualification can be taken into account.



in respect of losses from and return to t-\e stcck of active teachers, the

desirable standard of information would be;

(iii) Rates of loss of trained teachers from active teaching classified by

reason for leaving.

(iv) Hates of return of trained teachers to active teaching classified by source,

(v) Stocks of teachers by ane group.

Sub-categories 3 and * oive the rates of flow over the years, vhich can be used
as a basis for projecting corresponding rates for the future. Suh-cateaory 5 forms
a better basis for projecting losses due to deaf-: and retirement.

If such a standard is not possible:

(vi) Met rates of loss of teachers from active teach inn.

Sub-categories (i) and (ii) ere self-evident.

Student/Teacher Ratios

A student/teacher ratio is calculated by dividino the total number of students in

a school or group of schools by the total 'lumber of teachers teachino them. The number
of students is usually in the form of numbers enrolled. The figure for teachers should
be full-time equivalents. The analysis of statistics of schools organized in shifts wi
depend on the nature of their organization. If different groups of teachers teach

different groups of students at different tines of thc.tfay, it is as though two or more
schools were using the same premises, and there is no difference as far as the student/
teacher ratio is concerned from the ordinary situation. If however rrore than one shift of
children is taught by the same arouo of teachers, either the number of teachers could be
divided by the number of shifts per day to pet 'full-day equivalents', or the student/
teacher ratio for such schools could be shown separately from that for full-time schools.

By its nature this ratio is 5 general indicator, hiding variations in the sizes
of groups taught bv individual teachers. This Units its value but it has its uses.
In some situations"an imposed or extrapolated student/teacher ratio is the only practicable
staffing formula, such as teacher traininn in v-Mch the grouping of students varies from
lectures given to perhaps a hundred or nore at a time to inriiyiduil supervision of
preparation and delivery of practice lessons. It. is also important to keep an eye on

trends in student/teacher ratios especially in conjunction vrith trends in unit costSg
other factors being eoual9 a fall ing student/teacher ratio automatically results in a

rising cost ner student.

Tabulations Heeded for Teachers

Subject to variations pecessiated by circumstances, the main groups of tabulations
of statistics which dre needed to obtain t!<e foregoing summarized and analysed information

are as follows:

(1) numbers of teachers in service: by sex, hy qualification, by national/
expatriate: (a) in each sector of the educational services, by specialization

where applicable,'by proportion of full-timel (h) by age nrcuo (five-year, by
single year for the last five years before the retirement )



If anol icable:

(2) lumbers of trained national teachers desirous of returning to service: ■
by sex, by nual ification, by specializations where applicable, by age.

(3) (lumbers of teachers undertaking courses for a change in oualification:
hy sex, by year of expected graduation, by present qualification,

by Qualification for 'which studyinq: (a} in active service; (b) absent
from active service.

(") numbers of teachers leavinn active teaching service:
by sex. by qualifications by reason for leaving.

)5) flumbers of teachers joining or rejoining active teachinn service:
by sex9 by qualification, by source.

If expatriates normally serve for only a limited contracts statistics of

categories 394 and 5 need only be collected for nationals.

Administrators and Inspectors of Educational Services

Analysed data on administrators and inspectors of educational services are

reouired for two reasons: (a) to analyse the quantitative relationship between these
tv,'o groups and the educational services which they control?, and (b) as a basis for

''rejecting the number of teachers who trill move from the active teachina service into

administration and ir.soection of the services, and who will therefore have to he. replaced.

If there is -an established relate nship between the size of the educational :

service, or a sector or sectors of it, and the nunber of administrators and inspectors

required to contr-1 it, that relationship forms the yardstick to which the data

collected can be compared. Such formulae would be applied at each administrative

level and at the centre.

In some countries some or all of the administrators come from non-teaching

sources, sometimes forcing part of an over-all professional administrative service.

In such cases we are concerned with that service, for our present Purpose, only to the

extent that it is a drain on the active teaching forcer- if it is completely a professional

administrative services such oersonnel would be treated only in the manpower planner's

estimates of needs for all administrative service, such personnel would be treated

only in the manpower planner's estimates of needs for all administrative personnel.

It is to be hoped that the same does not apply to the inspectorate of educational

services (although cases have been known in which inspectors have never been teachers!)9
and that we should expect to have to take movement between teaching and the inspectorate

into account. There are cases v/rere there is movement both ways, with teachers doing

a spell as inspectors and returning to active teaching probably as principals of

schools. Such movement has no effect on the total numbers required; enough trained

teachers must still be supplied for both purposes.

Me need to know, therefore, the relationship between the numbers of administrators

and inspectors separately and the size of the service which they.control. Arguments

can be raised for usin? any one of the numbers of schools9 classes, teachers or students,

for the assessment of the latter, ruch will depend on the situation pertaining to the

sarvice under consideration, especially geographical conditions. The least.useful ratio,



for comparative purposes, is probably the student/administrator (or inspector) ratio9

for the reason just, mentioned, and it is probably best to calculate all three., (a) the
school/administrator (or inspector), (b) class (teaching group)/ administrator/

(or inspector), and (c) teacher/administrator/ (or inspector)ratios, and use any or
all of them according to the situation. Such calculations involve little extra work,
and would make for flexibility in planning.

The s'~*'sties about administrators must be divided between r-x-tc*chers *nd

others, and should be shown by function or rank; the inspectors should be shown by
specialization. All should be shown .by qualification* by sexs and by administrative

area or centre. It would also be wise to classify them by age croups, in a manner

similar to that for teacherss so that possible Tosses due to retirement and death
can be estimated.

^on-Teaching. Staff in Schools

Many schools have, in addition to teachers, non-teachino staff performing clerical,

domestic, catering, accounting9r driving, labouring and numerous other kinds; of duty.
In boarding schools the numbers of such staff can reach alarming proportions, (it has
been known, in a university college, for the total number of staff, teaching and non-
teachinq together, to be approximately equal to the total number of students! ) Like,
the teachers3 these people cost money, and we shall meet them again when we deal with, the

costs of the educational services. . For the moment we are concerned with the need to

gather statistics on the numbers of such employees.

Whereas with teachers we are dealing with members of an occupation which is
almost completely confined to the services which we are planninc (especially if

vocational training of all kinds and non-formal education are included)9 the other
employees are only a small part of the total stock in the country of members of :

numerous occupations. They are therefore more rinhtly'the concern of the manpower

planner, and there is no need for the educational planner to treat them in anything
like the detail which he needs to.apply to his study of teachers. He is really
concerned with the number of each category required for the efficient running of the

educational services and their cost as part of the total cost. He is therefore interested
in the official establishment of the posts, whether those posts are filled, and
what they cost. The movement into and out of those posts., which as we-have seen is so
important with teachers, is part of a much larger picture. ■ ,

It is suggested that it is not necessary to have a count of every labourer,

driver, cook and bottle-washer, but that it v old be useful to know the numbers of

professional and semi-professional staff- such as secretaries, bursars, accountants,T'
clerks, caterers, nurses, matrons, and especially non-teaching assistants in the
teaching situation, such as laboratory assistants. Information about such staff shoulc be
collected by sex and by proportion of full-time employment. It might be helpful to the
manpower planner to obtain more detailed information such as qualification, rate of salary
etc. ' . .'



EPUC'VnPMAL FIN/WCIfiG, EXPFMPITUPFS AMD UNIT COSTS

Section P

Preliminary Remarks

The financial aspect, of education is a vast subject which really needs a separate

study9 if not studies, of its own. It is however so fundamental to realism in projections,

which can only be realistic if funds can be found to pay for then, that a study of

methodology would be incomplete without consideration of costs and finance. :

This section therefore concentrates on sonv of the major considerations involved

in vhe study of finance, expenditures and unit costs in preparation for costing

projections and testing their feasibility on financial grounds, and on practical
difficulties which may be encountered in developing countries. It is confined to the
flow of money and does not attempt to qo into the more theoretical aspects of financing.

In some cases, such as those in which all expenditures on education are made
directly from public funds, financing and expenditures are equal. There are systems

of financing, however, in which the actual expenditure of funds on the educational
services in a financial year is different from the *unds received, for the ourpose
during the same financial year* especially in cases in which 'funds, includinq perhaps

those from public sources, are paid into separate accounts run on behalf of the

schools. Over the whole of a sector of the educational system this might rouchly
balance out, and over the years one would exDect that there would be little difference
between total income and total expenditure. In the case of capital expenditure, it
may wall be that the payment sequence from administrator to contractor stipulated in

the contract, combined with the uncertainties which often affect completion times
of construction, would result in an appreciable difference between the funds released
by public authorities for capital purposes durinn a financial year and those actually
'spent' on the work. The details of the methodology to be used will depend on the systems
of" finance ar-d accounting. In the exaroles used in this section, differences between
funds received for education and expenditures are taken into account so as to illustrate
methodologies necessitated by such circumstances. Hov/ever, the principles are

generally applicable.

' This section is divided into four separate, but interlinked, sub-sections:

1. Financing of education.

2. Expenditures on education.

3. Educational unit costs.

4. Comments on practical difficulties.

FINANCING OF EDUCATION

Information needed

Statistics of funds received for education need to be summarized and analysed so as
to oive three main categories of information, ell of which should be available by sector
and~over as lonq a time-series as possible: (a) sources of funds for recurring
expenditures, separately for national sources and foreion aid, the former by public/
private; (b) sources of'funds for capital expenditures by pub!ic/nrivate/foreion aid;
(c) the proportionate division of national financing of recurring expenditures between

public and private sources.



Sources of funds for recurrinn expenditures

Let us first look at a standard v'hich we sVu;:: like to achieve. So as to ^
facilitate extraction of expenditures on thn different sectors of the educational
services, the accounts of the ministry of education srw expenditures on personal
emoluments and other services separately sector ty ssctor. For expatriates they show
basic salaries, overseas allowances, gratuities ant passsoes separately B and refunds
from external aid of funds expended by the recipient country or. behalf of the donor
country are- also accounted sector by sector. All school accourts show recurring and
capital income separately and sources of income under the headings of contributions
from public funds, fees, and other income. They are audited annually by professional
auditors, and their accounts are available in a similar sequence to that of the public

accounts quoted above.

Sources of funds for capital oxpendifcures

As with recurrinq funds, so with those for capital projects, ve- must separate
those from public sources, private sources and foreign aid. The educational planner
must also know the timinn and the terms of repayment of foreian aid, so that he car.
take repayments and interest into account v-hen projectinq costs of the educational
services.

nnce more it nay be difficult to obtain accurate- information about sore of the
funds which are made" available for capital purposes. The most difficult case is
usually the contribution from private funds. If accounts are kept at a desirable
standard, and if capital funds are accounted senarately, as they should be, then
accounts will qive the information reouired on. private financing of capital Rrojects.
However, such a standard of accounting is not common in developino countries, especially
for primary schools, and there are nany case?:- where there are no records at all. Aqam9
in rural areas schools are often built by community effort, with or without a supplement
of funds far aspects of buildino requiring skill, v-ich funds may havo come from
public or private sources. Under such circumstances tht only thi^ ore can do isto try
to qet as much information as possible about the normal practices, and on the basis of
the'information make a ouess as to the av .rare amount of cash rhich is put into buildings,
furniture and equipment by class and/or by pupil- This v aid form the basis for a rouan
estimate of capital fundines of such projects.

EXPENDITURES 0:! EDUCATION

Information needed

Education represents a major claiir on scarce resources and its expenditures must
therefore be assessed against expenditures on other priorities. The usual method of
making such an assessment is to measure expenditures on each major sector of the
economy as a proportion of a common indicator. This is done U two ways: total expenditures
on each sector against a national or domestic product; and public expenditures on ,-.

each sector against total public expenditures.

It is also innortant to check the balance of distribution of expenditures on
education among the sectors of tre educational services as a basis for proposals for
changes ir. such balance and aaainst vhicb to assess nrojecced expenditures on
proposed development in each sector.



The summaries and analyses of educational expenditures are nainly directed
towards these two ends and the categories of information which are reauired are
listee below. They should he available for as lonn a time-series as possible.

Total Expenditures

Thase include: (a) rpcjr-ino expenditures by sector, hy rational/foreiqn aid.
(d) capital expenditures by sector, by national/foreiqn aid; (c) total national '
expenditures, by racurring/caoital, expressed as a proportion of a national or
domestic product, (d) proportions of total national recurrinc; expenditure on education
spent on each sector; (o) comparison of total recurrinq exn&nditure, less foreiqn
aid, with total caoital expenditure, including foreiqn aid.

Public expenditures

These include: (f) recurring expenditures by sector: (g) capital expenditures,
by sector; (h) (i) Proportion of total public recurrinq expenditure spent on education
(ii) proportion of total public capital expenditure spent or, education.

Apart from category (e)3 all of chis information is directly related to the
two purposes mentioned above. Category (e) is needed as a basis'of proportions of
total recurrino and capital expenditures on education to be viewed in the linht of
similar proportions in othsr spheres and to be used when assessino the appropriateness
of the balance between projected recurrinq and capital expenditure.

Recurring and capital expenditures, total and public

If accounting is of a good standard,actual expenditures can be obtained and
summarized. If there is no information available about actual expenditures, it
must be assumed that income and expenditure are eoual, and the finures used for ■ '
financing would be used aaain for expenditures.

Expenditures on education related to national indicators

Once more one should be lookina for trends as to now t'ie nercentape of monetary -
GMP spent on education has teen rising over the years, Capital exnenditure as a
percentage of monetary GPf- has fluctuated9 recurrinn expenditure, has been risinq.

L UNIT COSTS

Preliminary remarks

This sub-section should more riahtly be headed 'unit expenditures' because it
dealsonly with actual excenditure of funds directly on the educational services. It
has however become, the custom to use the phrase 'unit costs1 and that phrase is used
here ir, spite of the fact that the full economic implications are not dealt with.



It is also possible to consider using the cost per teacher or the cost per class.

Usually the teacher element in the recurring cos.; ^ so impc/tant that changes in

the salary profile of the teaching force can make an appreciable difference to the

costs of running educational services5 and even when the cost per student is used
the teacher element within it has to be calculated on the basis of the total teacher

costs built up according to their salaries. The cost oer class could only be used if
the schools were structured and staffed on the basis of classes.

Information Heeded

Statistics of expenditures, teachers and students should be summarized and
analysed to give the followinq information.

Recurring costs

Costs of teachers

Preferably:

1. The stock of teachers of each qualification by sex in each sector of the
educational services on each point of each salary scale.

If this standard is not possible*

2. Estimated average salaries of teachers of each qualification in each sector.
At a cruder level this serves as the basis for the calculation of costs of
teachers in projected teaching forces.

Won-teacher costs

Preferably:

3. Average non-teacher expenditures per student enrolled by major element of
expenditure, by sector.

If this standard is not possible;

4. Average totals of estimated non-teacher expenditures per student enrolled.
This forms the basis for an estimate of corresponding rates to be applied to

projections of enrolments for the purpose of projecting non-teaching costs.

Capital costs

5. Scales of accommodations furniture and eouipment in schools, by sector:

(a) scales of rooms by purpose9 and by floor and super area;
(b) scales of furniture and eauipment,

6. Costs of construction of schools per unit of area9 by sector.

/. Cost of furniture and equipment per student pi ace9 by sector.

8. Differentials to be applied to 6 anrf 7 for each area.



RECURRING UHIT COSTS

Preliminary remarks

From the methodological point of viav: the important thinr about the recurrinn
unit cost is not so much its total but rather the behaviour of the elements which no

to make it up, because factors which cause changes in it usually do not affect all of

its elements. A revision of teachers' salaries affects only the teacher element; a
channe in the standard of students' meals does not affect the teacher element. It is

nenerally r.^sed that the teacher element, benin usually the largest sinole element,
should be separated:, likewise it U obviously necessary to try to separate the costs

of the boardin? element in boar-din.! schools. One very important consideration is,

of course, whether one can net the information classified in a manner which will enable

separation ?/c all.

It is su^ested that a basic division which should be aimed at is as shown below:

(i) Teachinci costs, separated into (a) teacher costs, and (b) other
teachino costs.

(i i) Adtui nistration

(iii) Maintenance of premises and equipment.

(iv) Students' livin^ costs, beino all costs attributable to boardin<~ in
a hoarding school, and costs of meals supplied to day students.

Further sub-divisions which minht be considered are (a) the separation of costs
of personnel in (i) b9 (ii), (iii) and (iv) of the previous paragraph; (b) separating

from (i)b costs of books and equipment; and (c) particularly in cases where schools
have their own transport, either a transport item or an attempt to allocate transport

costs as accurately as possible to the other items a task which sometimes calls for

arbitrary decisions. This implies a reasonably hinh standard of accounting which may

not always be possible.

Cost of te?.cii3rs

If the well kept, one should be able to project survivors from the stock in each

future year to which can be added projected annual additions of new teachers ^

annual projections of teacher's to enable detailed and fairly accurate costing.

Tl.t non-teacher elements

In some contrias hoarding facilities for students are completely separate from

the schools; in such cases it is an easy matter to separate unit costs for board inn;

facilities from those for the schools. In others, however, boardin^ facilities are

completely integrated into the schools* which presents more difficult problems when

one is trying to isolate elements which make up the unit cost.. So as to illustrate

a methodology for this more difficult situation, let us assume that the boardinq

schools with which we are dealing are so integrated, and that the secondary general

schools D.T2 e mixture of boardini and day schools.

Since there are more buildings for a riven nmmber of students in a boarding

school than there are in a day school, we would expect that the maintenance costs

per student would be hinher in the boardin^ school. Likewise there would be more

administrative work, and we would expect that the element also would be higher in



the boarding school. We must therefore fine separate rates for those o"o elements
for boardino and da" schools, in addition, of course, to findinc the direct costs
of running the boardinn facilities are' feedinc students.

we would, however, expect that the fact that a school is a boardino or a day school
would make no difference to the 'other irechim1 Glenent (although our expectation
might receive a severe iolt if ;-e Gxr.in"ne the expenditures of individual schools!).
We can therefore treat all schools tocether -her dealino with the 'other tcachina1

element.

Capital Unit Costs

In preparation for projections it is necessary to trv to find t'?c answers to
two Questions: (a) 'hat is the capital cost o^ developing a stuoent pl*ce?
(b) On what basis should capital replacement of existino oremises; furniture and

equipment be estimated?

The Capital cost of developing a student place

The analysis of nast caMtal experditurr: for the curnose of calculating the cost
of developing" a student clace can he very difficult, As iws been pointed out, the
release of public funds for capital works durinn a financial .vear may not indicate
the actual expenditure on such ^orks durino th? same year. Some projects may .ake
more than one year to complete before the prcrises are ever occupied; conversely
temporary arrangements in adequate accommodation may be mace and students enrolled for
a school, or arfextension to a school, before the premises are ready; under sucn
circumstances the annual increase,-in enrolments cannot he related to annual expenditure
on capital works. The funds exoer.ded on huildincs *nr tmnwent ?re often intended
both for development and for replacement ournoses. and they may b? inextricable.
Capital expenditure for the addition of places to an existino. school will depend
partly on what already exists, and the consequent cost cor additional nlace may well
be different from that for a completely new school.

In the costinn of educational nianss the followino comments .nay be added:
(a) each level, stage and type of school must be considered separately; (b) the
calculations must be made in close liaison with architects and educational specialists;
(c) assuminq that funds arc limited, consideration should be piven to means of
economy, especially tre intensive use of builc'.ims; (O the unit costs for schools
of different numbers of sections should be compared es ono of the factors to be
considered when the sir.es of schools are ^ir-r considered- (e> all exoenditures
arisina, or which minht arise, frotn tK erection of the builrtinq and nurcnas? of
furniture and eouioment must be taken into consideration, s.?., (i; initial nayments
in respect of the site (purchase, conpensation, access rinhts, etc.), (.J]) survey,
desinn; drawina and suoervisory char-esfor site, buildings and works in contract
costs for all buildinas and works, inclucino labour and material, (i.v) the provision
of services: costs of development of and/or coiTexion with, public services sucn as
water suroly, sewaqe, electricity or nas; or in arf.as vhere such services are not
av^ilabl^ th* co<;ts of provision of a v-at^r suroly \c.n., costs of bonno and
? ? ' ° ? ilii) stem an electricity ge
av^ilabl^ th* co<;ts of provision of a vatr suroly \c.. cos
?n ta?l tion of p ' s° nd?umpinn facilities)- a SMne system, an electricity generator.
Ill f fit d io^nt This will necessitate a decision
on ihed vision o ap ial capitaJ oa«ii«ncnt and
that to be charaed against recurrinc incone, e.o is the initial s^^o. books fo
a new library, or the initial stock of textbooks for a newly Developed rlass5 to ho

ta?l tion of p s nd?umpinn facilities)- a SMne system, a y g
Ill , v) the capital costs of fi-rniture and o^io^nt^ This will necessitate a d
on ihed vision of eauipment. in particular between initial capitaJ oa«ii«ncnt and
that to be charaed against recurrinc incone, e.o is the initial s^^o. books for

ld l t ho



charged to capital or recurrinp income? The important point is that provision is
made forit somewhere, (vi) contingencies; (e) if there is a oossibilitv of foreinn
aid, or if the information is required by the national ministry dealing with finance,
it might be wise tc take, the opportunity, while these calculations are being made,
to calculate the foreicn exchange uleirent which is involved. This would, of course,
be the task of the Government officials responsible for ccstinp construction projects.

The above deals with buildings in permanent materials, which consume hard cash.
Inrrany developing countries niay schools, especially rural primary schools, are not
built in such materials and part, at least, of their erection is often achieved by
the labour of the community without payment. Such buildincs can, at the best, usually
be described as semi-permanent and have e limited life. Even if the development of
primary school enrolments is limited to, say, maintaining a constant enrolment ratio
while <»evclo"pment is concentrated in other sectors, the absolute annual increase in
enrolments in this sector are usually much greater than that in the others, and to
provide permanent buildings for all develonment in the primary schools would be
quite_beyond the ca-acitv of the economy, which means that self-helo of the kind
described above must continue. It sometimes haopens that, as a community advances9
the people become more and more reluctant to work directly in this manner, and-perhaps
prudginoly, because of their low income-prefer to donate cash for the same nurposa.
I.: such circumstances, the educational planner is faced with the task of assessing-
nay, guessin^.-how bin this contribution is in total because of the need to include
it in his estimate of private contributions to the financing of capital expenditure.

Commgnts on Practical Difficulties

In the financial sphere in narticular, variations to be found throughout the
world are so qreat that generalization is extremely difficult. •

i-'hen responsibility for any of the educational services is in the hands of

local or municipal authorities, the fiscal relationship between these authorities .. "
*<nd the central government ma»' need careful examination. Income of local and municipal

authorities for the financing of their services, of which education is one* usually
comes partly from their own direct income and partly from subsidies from the central
government. These subsidies vay be paid by a -Mriccri other than that for educations

and even worse, they nay be in 'block' form, with no separation according to services
subsidized. First the education?.! planner must take into account this indirect
financing by the central government of educational services administered at the

local level; and then, if there is no means of breaking down the subsidy by individual
services, he may, presumably with advice f**or the fiscal authorities, have to make .
arbitrary assumptions about the structure of the subsidy.

It is the normal practice to break public budgets down to rccurrina and capital
budgets; in cases where this does not happen, the planners are faced with the task
of examining the budoet in detail in an attempt to come to some conclusion on the

nature of the various items and thereby senarate the two catsoories.
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Teachers' retirement benefits must be treated according to the nature of their
financing and payment. Retired teachers may receive a straight pension paid completely
from public funds, or may be paid from a fund which is being accumulated by contributions,
not from current public or national income.

Administration and inspection may also be difficult to allocate to sectors, -'ost
central administrators would be dealing with various sectors, and even the work of local
administrators mirjht cross sector boundaries. Arbitrary allocations could be made9
but it might be better to show administration as a separate item.

In some countries there are laroe numbers of students abroad who may present
considerable difficulties. They may be financed by public *undss from foreign aid
or from private funds. It may be that the records of ths last category ars incomplete,
i'any of these students would be studyinn at the third level of education - probably
all of those on scholarships from public funds or foreign aid- byt many of the private
students might still be studying at the second level. In some- circumstances the full
answer to this may never be known.

There may be repayment of loans given under foreign aid schemes with or without
interest. In such cases a separate item for such debt services would be necessary.

Stage II

FOPrATIOr'np PROPELS F^P POLICY

Preliminary Remarks

The analysis and appraisal of the current situation anc' its evolution described

in the previous stage and a corresponding analysis and aporaisal of the qualitative
aspects of the educational services3 both viewed in the light of existina objectives

and plans, form the basis for consideration of proposals ^or the future by a tearc such
as that described in the introduction.

Proposals for future policy should he formulated in the follovina broad spheres;

(i) A strategy for the future linked closely vith proposed national development
social, economic9 cultural and.political,

(ii) Within that strateoy,, objectives which education should be aininq at,

(iii) The content of educational courses needed to achieve those objectives,

(iv) The methods by which the students will learn and be helred to learn
those contents,

(v) The structure of the educational system through which the students will
pass in the process of learning the contents of the various courses by

the methods proposed,

(vi) The numbers of students proposed for each course preferably expressed

in the long, meriiun and short terr..

The above list is placed in a logical order of consideration, am! in general it
should be followed. However, it is not possible to treat each item in isolation.
Interacting effects are inevitable and the process of formulating proposals is
a corcolex one.



The whole process must be carried out against the background of the analysed and
appraised situation. If pronosals are to be realistic it is Impossible to ignore what
exists. Teachers will have been trained and equioment and premises provided with
the existing content and methods in rrind. These cannot just be set aside. There are
cither contractual or moral obligations to existing staff, and in anv case it is
probably impossible to reolace them er masse. There may be limits to the ability of
some of them to absorb new ideas anc! traininq. Existing prenises and equipment
represent a considerable investment. Inevitably one must'think in terms of prooressive
chances.

During the discussions the educational Dlanner should always be thinkina of the
possible effects of suggested proposals, especially quantitative implications of
Qualitative proposals. Ultimately he will have to come to conclusions about the
possible effects of both qualitative and nuantitattve pronosals on the analysed
rates and factors so that he can, if necessary, amend them for use for projections for
the future. If he is alert and quick enough to make rough calculations durino
discussions on the formulation of policy, he may heln his colleagues avoid making
unrealistic proposals and in the process save himself much trouble in referring
back to them later.

The kinds of changes in policy which may be proposed are innumerable, and it is
not intended to try to cover the whole ground in this manual. The examples discussed
below are chosen as some of the most likely and important. The purpose of the
discussion is to give an indication of how the educational planner should view such
proposals9 bearing in mind that he would have to consider changing his analysed
quantitative factors for the purpose of makino nrojections.

EFFECTS OF PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE DM THE QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS

Changes in curricula, syllabuses and other school activities

The size of a group which a teacher can deal with effectively varies accordina
to the subject. Generally, the more individual supervision needed the smaller the
group9 with the result that practical subjects usually necessitate smaller aroups.
A change in emphasis among subjects or the introduction of new subjects and/or the
abolition of others may have effects on staffing formulae, with chain effects on
student/teacher ratios;recurrinq costs per student anc'? if housino is provided for
teachers, capital costs.

Such changes also alter the proportionate needs for specialist teachers of
each subjects which in turn would chanoe the needs for the numbers of trainees for

each subject in teacher training and/or university courses. The time-lao involved
in producing the teachers may necessitate delaying the chanoes to the school courses
or making temporary arrangements pendino the production of suitable teachers.

Changes in the nature and/or Quantity of premises and ecu i orient arising from
changes in curricula, syllabuses and other school activities would result in changes
in unit costs, both recurring and capital.



Changes in teaching methodology '",

This may have an effect on the sizes of teaching groups and staff recuiirenients,
e.g., there may be a neer* for the use of auxiliaries, and a possible c'.ame in the
student/teacher ratios. There would also be a chr.nne in requirements of eot'ipment

and9 of course, costs.

The whole of t^ technical asocct must be considered staffK (uiildinns, eauipment
running costs, etc. a larrje subject io "ihicn the full answer, eixerially in cost

terms9 may not he available.

Changes in the requirements of training and qualifications of Uachers.

A chanoc of this nature is usually an upgrading of total education and training
required of a teacher in a particular sector of the service. Such a-cha'noe can have
an Important effect on salary rates anc costs. If the level of entry to training is
raised; the length of the training course may he shortened, both because less background
content is needed anrf because the better educated trainees can more easily assimilate

the traininc oiven.

A chance in the lenoth of training means ? charge in the output fron the same
total enrolment or vice versa, e.q.; a total enrolment of ?;O-1C for a four-year
course gives an output of about 1 ;5^r. per annur, choreas for a two-year course the
output would be about 3,00!' per annum. Again, the shortar the course, the more
flexibility there is in changing the nature of the outputs,

A change in the level of intake may r:ans a need for hioher qualified staff in
the tocher trMninq colle-oes and r consequent proHer "'it'- regard tc the disposition
of the existina lover qualified staff and the possibility of ai^itional training for
them. It might also have an effect on the types of buildings and sQuinmont, and
woulo possibly r-esult in a rise in t^e strndard of living of the students. All of
these factors may-affect unit costs, both recurrino arV capital.

Changes in class sizes and/or student/teacher ratios

1. There would be a resultant change in the rumher of classes and/or teachers

required for the sanr. qiven enrolnents.

2. There miqht'be a need to channc the sizes of rooms9 and possibly adapt

existing buildinas.

3. Thus9 there would be consequent cl-ai^es in both capital and recurrinc unit

cost rates.

Changes in the structure of the school system

1 If a nev type of course were -introducec'. som? of the important factors which
would have to be considered are- (a) the educational level for entry to the course;
(b) the qualifications and rates of salary of the teachers, and tne staffing formula^
(c) the lenoth'Of the course; (r^> the d^siraMe anc! oracticeble size of a school, and
possibly its amalnamation with other courses in an in-;earatGr* school.
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(e) the nature, scales end cost rates of buildings, premises and eauipmert; (f) the
need to supply transoort or bearding facilities; (q) non-teaching staff ane! their
salary rates; (h) needs for the day-to-day running and administration of the school?
(i) arising from all considerations, total recurring and capital costs.

2. If a course were abolished or reduced in volume, consideration would have to be
civen to the future of the premises, eauipment and staff thereby released. If a
course is abolished, olans must be made to run it down, since there would be an
obligation to students already in the 'pipeline1.

3. If the number of grades or a course is changed or if two successive courses
are amalnamated: (a) to achieve a given output, there would be a change in the total
number of places in the course and in the total requirements of teachers, premises
and eauipment; (b) an increase in the number of grades means a year without an
output9 and a decrease means a year vith a double output. This is imnortant especially
when the course feeds courses at a higher level. It might be necessary to consider
staggering the re-organization to ensure a less abrupt change in outputs.

Changes in the crade at which specialization begins

This nay mean considerable chances in the following:

(i) The Qualifications and suh.jects of teaching staff, with possible
consequent channes in salaries.

(ii) The kinds of teaching rooms,

(iii) The kinds and quantity of teachino eouiDment. "

Changes between separated specialized courses and
comprehensive education

This vast subiect involves difficult practical'and organizational problems and

has considerable and complicated effects on needs of staff, oremises and equioment
and hence on costs, both recurring and capital. If such a chance is nronosed. it

would be wise to depute staff sepcially to investinate the implications.

Changes ir. policies of nrcjctio^ of students within a sector of the

educational services

A change from tested promotion to automatic promotion '"ill obviously have an

effect on repeating antf may well have an effect on dron out, necessitating a change

in repeating and promotion rates to he used for projections.

Changes in the school calendar and/or time-table organization

and/or utilization of premises

1. Changes to or from multi-shift or rulti-session classes and/or stanqerinn of

school calendars and/or time-tables have effects on staffing formulae and scales ^f

buildings and equipment, and cor.seouently on canital anv1 recurring unit costs.

2. Changes ir. scales of accommodation for tho purpose of changing the degree of

utilization of premises have effects on unit costs ar<d to a lesser extent on recurring

costs.
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Changes arising from population, distribution and migration

The educational planner must be alive to the practical implications of oroposed

policy in relation to the distribution of the populations which the schools serve. The

policy on the choice of da.y9 t!ay/fransoort or hoarding education must be viewed in the

light of the practicability of students being able to attend school reoularly from their

own or other people's homes, travelling on foot or by some form of transport. In many

cases boarding facilities orovide the only practical answer. This awareness must be

forward-looking. A shift of population from rural to urban areas nay denude a rural

school of its students. Decisions on policy of this nature haveiimportant effects on

recurrino and capital costs.

The examples quoted above make it quite clear that projecting quantitative factors

is not necessarily a simple matter of usinc or extranolatinq analysed rates etc. from

the past. The educational planner must be constantly on the alert for factors which may

alter the rates which he uses to rake his prelections.

Staae III

PROJECTION'S, PRPC-<y^:ra ^sin ^FTMLFr ALLOCATION ^F PROJECTS

Introductory remarks

The commonest forms for proposals for Quantitative 'level onmcrnt of educational

services to take are: (a) related to nonulations; and (b) manpower-oriented. At the

same time it is wise to bear in mind the aspiration of students by watching the opportunity

rates of promotion between stages and levels of education.

In deal inn with this aspect of planning, one c&v. make:

(i) Projections o*r enrolments based or- the target of achieving set
enrolment ratios by:

(a) Comparison of the effects of projections of national total enrolments

with projections of economic development antf noculations,

(b) Formulation of proposals for medium and long-torn targets of total

national enrolments,

(c) Projection of educational flow ratc-s for the short term,

(d) Projection of schcol-aoe oooulations by sex-and by area,

(e)Projectiors of national enrolments by orade for thp short term.,

(f) Allocation of Projected short-term enrolments Ky cirade to areas, by sex?

(ii) Projections of enrolments based on achievinc- manoower tarnets by:

(a) lookino at Teachers as manpower ?nd plmnin~ the nc--ds for ^nd supply of

teachers and then makino;

(1) Projections of the needs for teachers on the basis of numbers of classes

- Projection of class sizes by nrade

- Projection of numbers of classes by grade

- Projection of needs for teachers on the basis of classes:

{?.) Projection of needs for teachrrs on the basis o^ a student/teacher

ratio



(3) Projection of tarnet stocks of teachers by Qualification

(4) Projection of committed enrolments and outputs of teacher-
traininq courses

(5) Estimating the target stock of teachers

(6) Division of taroet stock between the sexes

(c) Planning the supply of teachers:

(1) Projecting annual outnuts from teacher traininq courses

(?) Projecting annual enrolments in teacher training courses

(3) Projecting needs for staffs of teacher training courses

(d) Planninc; development of educational services to meet assessed

manpower needs by making:

(1) Projections of conmitted enrolments of secondary qenerai

and third level courses; Also make an analysis of

- Secondary qeneral courses

- Third-level non-science courses
- Third-level science courses

(2) Adjustment of subsequent projected outputs at the third-level

of non-science courses and science courses

(3) Division of projected outputs between the sexes

(4) Comparison of estimated needs of manpower at the upper secondary

stage with failures anrJ drop-outs from third-level production

(5) Projections of enrolments: Upper secondary qpneral courses

(6) Projections of outnuts and enrolments

(7) Projections of needs for araduates from lower secondary

neneral courses

(ft) Comparison of estimated needs of manpower at the lower

secondary stanc vith the failures and drop-outs arising from

upper second-level production

(9) Projections of enrolments: Lower secondary general courses

(10) Plannino needs and supoly: Lower secondary teachers

(11) Final check on internal consistency of the educational system

and supply of university oraduate. teachers

(iii) The distribution of projected develonment by area and to individual school

projects and make an analysis of: :

(a) Distribution of enrolments by area:

(1) Distribution on the basis of nraduates from the feedino course

(2) Peterminino intakes
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(3) Projecting enrolments by orade and sex for each area

(4) Boardino/day policy

(5) Summarizing enrolments

(6) Upper secondary aeneral courses

(7) Distribution on the basis of outpputs

(0) Distribution of target stocks

(9) Determining outputs

(10) Conversion of outnuts to enrolments by qrade and by
boardinp/day for each area

(11) Check for internal consistency

(12) Distribution of development to individual school projects
(13) Population distribution

(14) Sizes of schools

(iv) Projections of teachinq, administrative and inspecting staffs

(a) Projections of teachinq staffs

(b) Projections of establishments of teachers

(c) Projections of stocks of teachers

(d) Projections of administrative and insoectinq staffs

(e) Projections of stock of inspectors

(f) Primary school inspectors

(g) Inspectors of second-level schools

(h) Administrators
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Sta<ie IV

COSTING, FEASIBILITY TESTING APD CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Preliminary remarks

it and test how feasible it is.

,«. Braiias s :^^r.»t<mwsas?
rounds; (?) the Internal consistency of proposed development.

g
Stage III.

The main features of"this exercise are as follows:

(i) The distribution of projected recurrino expenditures amono the main
sectors of the educational services,

(ii) The comparison of projected recurrino and capital expenditures with
a national economic indicator.

on economic and financial qrounds.

The structure of this staoe is therefore as follows

111
(U) Capital costs: (a) nro.iections of cacitai unit, costs (b) costino of
( ' prSU lll^omenU (0 costino of replacement caprtal.



(a) Recurrinq costs: This involves:

(i) Projections of recurrinc unit costs

(1) Teachers

- Projections at constant prices

- Changes in real value of teacher salaries

. (2) Hon-teacher recurrinn unit costs

(3) The costing of r.rojected enrolnients

(4) Feasibility testing by comparison with a
national economic indicator

(ii) Consideration of alternatives

(1) Reduction of projected enrolment targets

{?.) [Enrolments ratio taraets

(3) fanpover tarnets

(iii) Reduction of unit costs

(1) Teachers

(2) [-'.on-teacher costs

(b) Canital costs

(i) Projections of capital unit costs

(ii) Projections of numbers of units

(1) Projections of nlaces

(2) Projections of classes

(iii) Costino of projected development

(iv) Costing of replacenent capital

(c) Total costs

(i) Testtnci of feasibility by comparison of total recurrinn
and capital costs with ^ national economic indicator

(d) Sources of finance

- Private contribution

- Testinn of feasibility by cor^narisor of
proposed public expenditure with total public
expenditure



Decision and implementation

Many tines during the orecedin- "stares it has been su?-ested that reference

should be made to the policy-nalters for tentative decisions on points of policy so
as to indicate paths alone vnich orooosals for development should be carried. The

stape has now been reached where they can he presented with the whole picture,
costed and tested for feasibility. Some political considerations have entered the
tentative decisions vhic* b»vp been made, and the policy-rakers tmst now view the
whole proposals in the li*ht of aovernniental Policies and ooinions on the, needs for
national development. These considerations riav also require consideration of
alternatives, this ti^e on political, social or cultural ^rounds, rather tnan the

hard economic grounds studied in stage VT.

This bavin* been done, and amendments nade if necessary, a final decision is
made on the plan to be followed, and the sta-e of implementation is reached. If
the plan has been constructed in the detail which is su-ested in this manual, it
should be in a form which would make clear to individual administrators the part

which their own sectors of th.e svsterr. *re to -lay in the total pattern. Unless
the planners are also the implemented, action ,-ust now be passed to these

administrators, probably initiated by a briefin- conference.

The very first acts of implementation -ill defend, of course, on the circumstances

but the following would probably arply in most situations".

1. Any emergency arrangementc which ;nav he contained in the plan, for
instance, preparation for crash or in-service courses for untrained

teachers and redeplovrnent of existing facilities.

2 Preparation of estimates rov the provision of the necessary funds,

recurring and capital, which would be needed at the besinnine of year 1.

3 Initiation of negotiations for recruitment of expatriate personnel
needed at the bepirinini* of year 1. There is an inevitable tirae-lag _
in this nroced'ire due to negotiations with donor countries, advertising,

short-listin-s interviewing the neriod of notice to be -iven by accepted
personnel to their present employers, travelling arrangements, etc.

Choice and surveying of sites for new schools, to he opened in year 2 and even

later, preparation of plans., specifications and a-ivertisements for tenders. For a

bio contract, the whole procedure from choice of site to final occupation, even of
only part of the buildings, often takes more than twelve ironths.
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In addition to these early actions, there will be others which must be carried
out before the opening of year 1, such as the following.

1. The ordering of furniture and equipment. Some funds will have been
provided in the budgets of vear 0 in anticipation of developmenteat
the beginning of year 1. These may need to be supplemented, either
by the provision of additional funds in year 0 or from funds to be

provided at the beginning of year 1. In the later case, all preparatory
tendering and choosing should be dealt with before the turn of the year
in anticipation of the funds becoming available.

2. Arrangements for the appointment of inspectors am1 administrators at the
beginning of year 1. All applications, interviews and choice should be
carried out in year 0, both so that the personnel can be appointed as
soon as funds to pay their, become availabke, and so that arrangements
can be made to replace them at the beginning of the year. It is quite

likely that some of them will be holding responsible positions ia
schools.

3. Arrangements for the appointment of principals and other teachers in
positions of responsibility, in a similar manner.

A. Arrangements for the cross-postings of teachers and the appointment of
new teachers.

5. The advertising of courses to which students can be admitted after
graduation. In particular this refers to unpopular and new courses.

Throughout the world there is a tendency, on the part of parents and children
and sometimes of teachers, to favour the main stream of education leadin* to popular
university courses. In this way many children miss the opportunity to attend courses

which are suited to their abilities and Mv lead to a well-paid job. An important
adjunct to educational planning is a well-informed and efficient vocational Guidance
service in schools. If vocational outdance personnel are kept fullv informed of
tneplanning based on job-orientation and the way the educational system is geared
to it, they are in a *>ood position to brin* persuasive arguments to bear in an
attempt to induce parents and students that the unpopular or new course is a better
choice for certain children.

The real act of implementation takes place at the beginning of each school year
when facilities are made available in accordance with the plan. It is here that the
real control is exercised. Classes are made available as planned, it will probably
turn out that numbers of children who enter, repeat, are promoted, drop out, transfer,
etc., will differ somewhat from what was expected. If an average of 40 per class

has been expected, and rigid control is impossible, sizes of classes will vary, with
some soing as high as 50 or more and son* possibly as low as 30 or less but the
average would probably be within reasonable range of the planned size, 'if, however
tnere can be no control over the number of classes opened, if in fact local pressures
are more powerful than administrative control, then plans can become nonsense completely
out of touch with reality and some administrators may eventually come pleadin- for
supplementary funds because their estimates based on the plan are not sufficient
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At the sarce time work should be in progress on buildings and equipment in
Preparation for expansion in year 2, and moreover the preparatory work should be
set in motion for works to be carried out in year 2 in preparation for expansion

in year 3. Many individual schemes, especially larse ones, must be phased over
several years, keeping ahead of expansion which is planned. In some cases,

especially in new schools, rooms may be used in the early stages for purposes
for which they were not intended; for instance a new three-section 4-grade boarding
school may open with three classes at the initial grade in a building intended as
a classroom block of six rooms, using three of them for sleeping and three for
learning sending the erection of a dormitory block and the entry of the second
'roup of three classes in the second year. In this connexion it would be advantageous
if funds for building and equipping a school couU be made available in a flexible
manner over the period planned for its construction. It is appreciated that many
countries may not have the ready funds available to allow this and they are forced
to live from year to year, sometimes even from hand to mouth. If hoWever this
could be feasible, if only in part, it would allow a very desirable flexibility m
the building program. In any case, it is suggested that either personnel or
funds or both be'available for forward planning of sites and buildings. To have
funds readily available for the erection of buildings and to be held up because
the plans for those buildings have not been prepared or have not been approved by
the appropriate authorities can be very frustrating to the impatient administrator

who has to meet a deadline for the opening of additional educational facilities.
The sum required is comparatively small, the efficiency it enables is out of all

proporation to its size.
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Stage VI

Evaluation and revision .; ■

Evaluation should be a continuous process. Authorities may plan that an

educational service will develop in a particular manner^ set it *»oing and sit

back and let it go on without checking what is really hapTsenin^. When they come

to look at it at a later stage they find that things have not gone as planned.

Part of the blame for this lies yith those sane authorities. ?ight from the

very beginning there should be constant checking and guidance to ensure that

as far as possible the service is functioning as intended and moving towards '

the stated, objectives. .In fact, more heir; will probably be needed in the early

stages to see that the start is in the right direction.

Hence the need for a good inspecting and administrative service right from

the beginning. The system should not be top-heavy with an unduly large and

expensive supervisory service, but it must be large enough to ensure that the

guidance and control are adequate and efficient.

As with the planning, evaluation also must be a mixture of qualitative and

quantitative appraisal, often closely interlinked. Concentrating on the

quantitative side, information should be obtained as early as possible each year

on the actual situations in relation to students, schools, classes, teachers,

finance and costs summarized and analysed in the manner of sta^e I, and compared

with the projections. If further demographic data or estimates become available,

they too must be incorporated in the re-appraisal of the situation.

If there is any appreciable difference in any stock, flow, count, finance

or cost figure from that projected in the plan, then the olan -nust be amended

to accord with reality. At the same time *1! the possible.consequential, effects

must be anticipated. For instance, anything seriouslv out of agreement in the

development of lower stage secondary general education in our hypothetical country

might upset the balance of the links betvjeen the graduates and the students

terminating that stage and the entry to the various courses at the upper stage

which, in its turns may have an effect on entrv to universities. Costs must

be carefully watched, lower costs would nroduce a sigh of reliefs but it only

too often happens the other way. and costs mount at a faster rate than expected.

This may cause alarm; as also, of course^ riay something outside the plan itself,

a slower rate of economic growth than projected. Outside the plan though it is,

it may require the educational plan to he pruned.

Small amendments to the plan, in one sector or another, are therefore likely

to be a regular feature. >*ajor revision is a more serious matter. Stubbornness

of growth of the economy can be one reason for such revision) another can be

evolution of phenomena in a manner seriously different from that visualized, such

as flow rates projected for a sector, especially after a radical change in practices



Larger numbers of graduates than projected »y result xn pressures to open additional
facilities at the next level or stage. -Teachers can upset the wnole financial
and economic balance by a successful attempt at a revision of salaries beyond that
envisaged. Two or more of these difficulties coinciding can place a very great strain

on the ability of the country to maintain the service.

The list could be continued interminably; but enouah has been said to cake it
clear that the educational planner must be kept in constant touch with what is
happening, both from a qualitative and from a quantitative point of view. Early
information analysed as soon as possible gives him t.. to adapt *« £»• £* .
forward proposals for amendments to policy and Slue the breaches before:the next
year starts. Bv the time he reaches even the first target year, his pian my.
well bear little resemblance to what it did at the outset. These are the realities
of development; yet it would probably have been much worse without any planning

at all.
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PART IV

Possible criteria for evaluating .Education Policies!/

I. Introduction

The quantitative and qualitative development of educational systems comes ahnut

system^ in favour ofJg^a^n sy^/ b^lurt^n 0^1^
projects1 ts a process which is be<rtnirfinlb be

type °f prob1effl-

may be, can only partially portray the value and effectless o*
systems, and ,t would undoubtedly be of greater value to blaMe to

education

Sh51.1 b,r1ef1y examine the nature of the main currentlv

tvaluation of Educational systems, June 1972.
HEP Seminar on



II. The main criticisms levelled aaainst education systems

The criticisms which are summarised below do not pretend to make philosophical
judgements as to the general orientations of educational oolicies, but invariably
consist of concrete statements on the educational policies in developing countries,
and can be grouped together under the following main headings:

(a) They are poorly adapted to development

The great majority of developing countries are primarily aaricultural and yet
everything in the education system combines to turn away from rural activities those
who enrol in it. The school appears to be 'a foreign body in the environment and
an uprooting factor1. This criticism is based on the drift of the younger rural
generations towards the urban centres, and it does in fact seem that while the
school is not the only factor in this rural exodus, it is one, and not the least.

Even where this education appears to be properly adapted, the imbalance observed
between the efforts made for school enrolment in the towns (admittedly often under
the more effective presure of a risino school leavers) ipd thr- poor results achieved
in the countryside, would not favour this latter environment.

. The structures of these education systems, which are often the heritage of
a colonial past, and their content, where not enough efforts have been made towards:
adaptation in subjects other than history or geography prepare the student and
adolescent much more for a 'white-collar job', i.e. one in the administration or
tertiary sector, than for industry or, certainly, for agriculture.

These systems attempt to instill knowledge unrelated to the requirements of economic
qrowth, whereas it would be better, especially at primary education level, to cultivate
the natural qualities of adaptability of the children and to foster attitudes necessary

for development.

At secondary and technical education levels in particular, those writing the
reports point out that there is almost invariably; a discrepancy between training and
iob descriptions. It does in fact appear that the 'order of importance of values of
the subjects taught is unrelated to the current needs for development . This often
leads to a proliferation of students in the arts ands in a few rare cases, to the
risk almost of a surplus of scientists and a general shortage of technicians or higher
technicians. Engineers are trained without the supporting technicians, and "^ssors
of literature when there is a need for professors of technolooy. At the ^e time _
the teachers that are trained at great cost are the unconscious cause of the prepetiation

of the system.

At all levels, the inapproprlateness -of. training with respect to the jobs available
leads to unemployment of qraduates and a 'brain-drain1.

(b) They are poorly adapted the means available

There are few developinq countries with an education 'doctrine1, and very often
the final objectives of the education systems employed are far from exploit. The education
policy in these reqions takes the form of a linear expansion of the system left behind
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by the colonising power. This use of an Elitist system for mass education has resulted
in a deplorable output (hiqh drop-out rate) and a financial burden out of all proportion
to the possibilities of the State. The increasing share in national resources allocated
to education results in certain cases in an annual increase in expenditure of three
times the rate of increase of the GMP. The conclusion is that the 'strategy of linear
expansion of education systems cannot in these circumstances go on indefinitely1.

(c) A low output results from the enormous means employed.

The very fast growth of school enrolments has not resulted in very considerable
relative outputs. The stagnation of enrolment rates in the developing countries, together
with the increase in the number (in absolute terms) of illiterate children, are not
encouraging factors for the future.

In addition, the continuous increase in unit costs has not led to any notable
improvement in the efficiency of the educational systems (constant drop-out rate,
only slight increase in successful graduates, etc.).

(d) The systsm produces large numbers of poorly adapted and frustrated people

In almost all developing countries, the selection methods within the school
system result in a small privileged minority still monopolising access to social and
economic power. The great majority, who had hoped that, as in the recent past, the
school would open for them the doors of an 'Administration' which is now saturated,
have no alternative other than unemployment or a rural existence. Unemployment and
parasitic dependency on the family are often the solution chosen because the school
has not developed in the child the necessary abilities to prooress easily and
dynamically in his own environment. The school and its authoritarian traditions do
not favour creativity. The longer one stays in school, the more one is cut off from
the realities and constraint of life. Mhile the school gives a feelinq of security,
at the same time it stifles natural talent.

(e) Out-of-school education is poorly developed.

These criticisms as a whole are levelled against scholastic systems; nonetheless,
some reports deplore that all too often educational policies set their priorities to
the exclusive benefit of school establishments and to the detriment of out-of-school
educational systems for the younger and adult generations.

HI. Can criteria for evaluating educational policies be identified?

The question raised above, shows that within the framework of this paper we do
not claim to do more than a set out the problems and indicate the main oaths that -"■
may lead to evaluating educational policies.
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A, Should one evaluate in terms of objectives or should one evaluate the objectives

themselves?

(a) One can establish criteria for evaluating an educational policy by direct
reference to the objectives -human, pedagogical, social, cultural, economic, political,
etc - that the educational system as a whole, or its various subsystems considered
separately, propose to attain. This is the method generally applied when attempting k

to evaluate programmes or projects.

This concept of evaluation assumes that one c?.n:

(i) clearly identify the objectives of the system or of its various subsystem
which are generally implicit or couched in very general terms;

(ii) establish indicators or indices wherever one needs to assess how the
objectives laid down are attained or are in process of attainment.

(b) However, this initial concept of evaluation appears too limited and assessment
of the value of an educational policy must extend to the objectives themselves.

This level of evaluation is in fact certainly present at ^start of the process
of inmlementinq 'programmes' and projects1 during which the appraisal of the objectives
?o be atWned and theTorder of priority governs the decision to be taken right from
the outset of the operation. Can this method be used for judging the objectives of

an educational policy as a whole?

The difficulty here would appear areater, since in the ^st resort, because the
various factors are interdependent, it is a question of passing judgement on the forms
""Sghods of economic Asocial development selected by the various countries
F«pn if the nolitical difficulty of such an exercise can be solved, the technical
difficulty nonetheless appears formidable: to what objective references can one turn
in order to judge the ultLte ends of an educational policy? In the last resort one
could attempt to single out criteria of a philosophical nature, but in order to be
pragma?icT* shall provisionally leave these out of the discussion, tho-h without
belittling the importance of such criteria.

B. Is there any looical pattern in the development of educational system?

Tn the fact of the difficulty in making absolute judcements of the ultimate ends
attributed to educational systems" one might attempt to conceive the log cal path that .
d"e Sent of educational systems should follow in order to keep step with the successive
stagesTf economic and social development, estimating the latter for ™*;!«- "I** v
reference to the evaluation of the structure of the active population, the GNP per capita,
reference ^»e^ tQ the requirement.s and means of the country concerned This
woul'd ead to a kind of dynamic typology ot educational systems ir; correlation with _
the different levels of development, and this typology could be referred to in order to
judge whether educational policies are adeouate.

To explore such an approach, it is interesting to compare how the development of



history of the industrialised countries since the start of the irth century, one would

find that most educational systers have followed comparable rat^s, takinq into account
on the one hand the requirements and possibilities rosuliinq from economic development

and on the other the evaluation o* social structures and the concent of democracy.

As soon as one rejects the path followed by countries that are today industrialised

as a frame of reference the only possible way of assessing the vslue of the objectives
of the educational systems in the'developing countries is to attempt to judne their
coherency with relation to other objective? and in particular those of an economic and
social nature. In other words, aside frop any historical or oeonranhical reference,,

one should attempt to establish relationships of coherency between the development of

education and the economic* social and cultural development as a whole for each country.

C. Can criteria be set for the coherency of the educational policy and economic

and social development as a whole?

In practice, it is hard to see how the two approaches mentioned in ParaGraph

A above (evaluation of results with relation to *he objectives set and evaluation of

the objectives themselves) can be systematically distinguished. Among other things,
with a view to establishing coherency between on the one -end the objectives of the

educational system, the means devoted to them a/id the results gained -from them and

on the other hand the rain economic and social objectives of a development olan, it

would not apnear desirable to construct two senarate systems of criteria.

As a result,, one can confine oneself to discovering a set qf criteria that would

embrace:

- The means devoted to education, assessed with reference to national resources

as a whole;

- The results obtained in the cultural, human, social economic, etc., fields.

Kerely as an example, we list, below various standard criteria that could be

retained.

(a) Economic coherency criteria.

(i) Allocation of resources and costs

- proportion of national resources c'evoted to the educational system

(in GMP, state budget, etch

- share cf educational expenditures compared to other expenditures in

the social sector,

- proportion of expenditures on education (considered as an investment

in human capital) compared to investments in productive facilities,

- breakdown of educational expenditures by level,



- relative shares of expenditure on youth anci adult education,

-"magnitude of unit ccsts (ver oupil/yecr ]_/) at the various levels

in the educational system-and factors which govern the magnitude

of the costs.

(it) Coherency between the outputs of the educational system and manpower

requirements

- maqnitude of input one output flows of the system at the various levels

and types of education,

- criteria concerning the integration into the econony of those

educated9

- various criteria concerninn the quantitaive and Qualitative

shortcomings of vocational and technical training compared to the

requirements of the economy, etc,

(b) Pedagogical criteria

- ratings of internal efficiency (see rapers presented on this subject :

during the Seminar),

- ratinos of the auality of the teaching body* etc.

(c) Social coherency criteria

- reqicnal disparities in the distribution of education,

- social discrepancies and sexual discrimination,

- influence of education on social nobility,

- influence of education or the "rowth of the cities.

(d) Criteria of a cultural nature

- the part played by education in cultural development,

- the adaptation of education to the national cultural (what one might

call the 'isation' of programmes),

- the proDortion of foreion teachers in secondary and hinher education* etc.

(e) Criteria of a democratic and political nature

- the educational system as a factor of national cohesion (the part played
by education in citizenshio)„

- the educational system as a factor in participation ry citizens in their

resronsibilities.

(f) Human criteria

It seemsa in our view, that it is not possiKIp to identify or isolate criteria for

the part played by education in human fulfilment and haziness 9 even though this
involves nealect of a fundamental aspect of the consequences of an educational policy.

]_/ Evaluteds for examole^ in terms o? H-!P per capita,



"hat use could be made of such criteria?

^

te) or. at least, those which can he Quantified most

re ethers ^L^fl su"'^.~"^t«' ^ the field hy la^e ?ea^s of
researchers It is very often a question of analysina the differpnces in

It can clearly be seen where criteria of an economic nature lead:

- highlighting of the economic effect of school inn and attemcts to ontimise.it
- hichliqhtino of high (or inadequate) unit costs,

' requ!>emen2s,Oeftc^ UnSuitability of traini"a ^wted in relation to actual

that would perhaps have to be drawn from this tvofof cHteria would be to

Se nied^ltre!



Evaluation of Training-/

Definition of Evaluation of Training:

"Any attempt to obtain information (feedback) on the effects of a training
program, an* to assess the value of the training in the liaht of that information
(Hamb11n:, 1970) .

The main nurDose of evaluation is control, in the sense of ouality control.
Evaluation should create a feedback ioor or self-correcting traimnp system.

fction (Training)

decision Investication

Evaluation

Analysis

Weaknesses and failures in a training nrotramne are identified by ^native
fppc-har?' and strenoths ai* successes are identified by positive feedback. The
?ct r^^corroctefand'^c latter built on until, th. unlikely point is reached

successful Indeed, the evaluation itself my be contributing to the success of
?he n^cramne and so it is essential to retain It as an intecrai part of the system.

Thus, training leads to: ■

(i) Participants1 RETTir:s

which leads to:

(ii) L

which leads to

(iii) CHAi'GES IV JOB

which leads to

(iv) CM^WES Kl THE r

which leads to:

(v) CHAi'PES I'' THF ACHIEVFTP'T nF ULTI??TE

1/ Ruth Hardy, Irish f^naneinent Institute

/Ujnust, 1975.



Ideally, the trsirtino should te evaluated *t each of these levels as each level

is dependent on V\z successful attainment of the omvicus ones. If the chain has
broken at one of the lint's, *~cr example- i-- the tr?ine? has learnt but has failed to
apply his learnino on the jot, the evaluator should be able to Identify this hroken
link and surest vh.v. He. also, shouV bo ahU to rake suggestions on r-ow it should
be mended.

before attemptino an evaluation, at any

the objectives appropriate to that level. For

reactions, in sone training prooranres it n*ay
the usefulness of the concents dealt vich so t

applying then1 to their johs9
have

it is essential to have defined
x?nmc; in relrrion to participants'

^ssentiel that trainees'recoonise
a't; th?" will think in terms of

had

ts

in othrr ca.ses, ^»ero scssiMv, the participants
i

j9 , sssMv, the participa
no practical experience, it is nore iiwrtant that they should find the

concepts interesting Again, the objectives of each, level are built on the attainment
of the objectives at the previous staqc sc that & chain is forced. The following
objectives for a trainino session on the'Evaluation of Training nay serve as an
example:

Objectives of Traininc Session on 'Evaluation of Trainino"

Level 1: Reaction Objectives

. The majority of the participants, at the end cf the sassion will
rate it as having bef-p:

interestinn, important, useful and practica1.

Level 2: Learning Objectives

Foliowin" the session, rarticipants i"i.l.l bo able to describe five
different levels of evaluation; will te able to write objectives for
each level for a prooranne t^ey intend rurrn'nq0 '"ill be able to describe

techniques suitable for testing -aach objective. T!?ey will rate
evaluation of trainino favourably on a semantic c'ifferontial scale and
"ill have plans to us*?, it nscrr than before..

Level 3: Job behaviour Objectives

Foilowinp the session, participants id!! ev'ilcate their trainino

nronranmes more frequently, i'it'> qrrafr ri-our a:;^ usir." a v/idr-r

variety of tnchnioues than previously. They vnli attempt to use the
r!ata collected to channc- onnoinr* pror-r^ni^es m-.O to ^csion future ones.
They vn'll drav/ up list?. of ob.iectives for ^.ro^ramres ar*r" check their
relevancy.

Level 4: Crganisation Obj

Followinn the introduction of more rioourous rvaluptior^ trainees on

participants' ^ropramres will attest to oreatrr appreciation of the
programmes an'! evance pponstrate oroater likelihood of
attainment of Droorstnr^ objectives- and their supervisors he nore

likely to credit them wit'; improved n^rfnrmance. General attitue'es to
traininn within t'v. oroer-isatior lfill be rore positive and thf.' traininn

budget is nore li^t'iy to he increase.
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Level 5: Ultimate Value Objectives

The departments or areas in which trainees work who have attended
participants' programmes will show increased productivity or profitability
which car be attributed directly to improved methods of working as a

result of traininq:

Johr Burcoyne has used the foil owl no list of questions when helping
lecturers define objectives for particular parts of the course:

(1) What does this course part give the participants an opportunity

to learn?

(11) Do you expect this to result, in enduring learning?

(1ii) If so, do you expect this learninc to influence the way in which
the participants subseouently work and, If-so, how?

(iv) If you expect changes in work behaviour9 would you also expect
a demonstrable benefit to their organisations?

If so, hnw?

(v) What do you see as beinn the objectives of the course as a whole,
and how does your part contribute to the achievement of them?

(vi) Can you suggest a simole test that could be oiven at the beoinning
and the end of the course part to indicate whether it had been
successful In bringinci about, the learning you intend?

Obviously, it is not always feasible to evaluate training at all levels and,
indeed, it may not be desirable to do so. For example, the trainer may decide to
evaluate at the learning level and to use the information collected to revise either
the learnfna objectives or the leernina methods used. In this case, he would be
unwise to waste time evaluating the job behaviour. The decision about which level
to start at and what methods to use really rests upon the answers to two questions:

"What are the questions to which we really need the answers?"

and

"What are the most acceptable methods of obtaining these answers?"

In some organisations the trainer may be seen as someone whose job is solely
to teach people things, the objectives being determined by the manaaement. In that
case, the appropriate evaluation level would be Level 2: Changes in Learning. In
other ornanisations, the trainer is responsible for programmes aimed at changing
the working of whole sections of the organisation, so the appropriate level to evaluate

would be at Level 4: Changes in the Oroanisation.

Evaluation Techniques

In oeneral, the hi oner the level at which the evaluation is attempted, the more
complex the techniques needed and the more riqorous the experimental desipn that is

required.
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Techniques at Reactions Level

(a) Simple scales on which participants circle number e n •
I have found this session:

(b)

(c)

(d)

Chaotic. .1..,.2...3...a...5...6...7 well-ordered

Under!inino adjectives or adverbs that best describe the session
Open-ended questions

Ratinn each lecturer on a number of dimensions- e o •
Presentation; Clarity; Skill at answering questions- etc.

for

Techniques at Learning Level .

(a) Objective tests of all types: e.r.
true-false questions, sentence completion, etc.

(b) Essay type examinations

(c) Skills analysis tests: e.o. interactive skills

(d) Business qames and case-studies

(e) Open-ended Questions asking what were the chief things learnt
(f) Attitudes scales: q.c:. semantic differential scales.

control ^C"hLldeu1ed!!0Uld '" ***"»* •"<■ where possible

The followinn are a number of possible experimental lesions.

Soloron's Hesirn:

Group R

(experimental)

Group C

(control)

Croup C2 -

Time 1.

Measure

F'easure

Measure

Tr?»in

Placebo*

Mo Activity

''0 Activity

Time ?..

Measure

Measure

Measure

1t E for

*Show film.
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Time-Lag Design:

Time 1 Time 2 _. Time 3

Group E-, ?"easure Train Measure .-Measure

Group E2 Measure Measure Train Measure

A condensed form of this can be used:

Time 1 Time ?.

Proun E, '- Train Measure
1

Group E2 Measure Train

Groups should be as homogeneous and similar3 as possible.

Time Series Experiments

Information about Prour E is collected at several points in time including

a number before training beoi'rs. If the training is successful, a discountinuity
in the learninq curve should appear following trainina.

Obviously, there are a larne number of variations which may be made, the choice
denendinn on the reasons for the evaluation and the circumstances under which the

trainina is occurrinq.

Possible Reasons for Evaluating of Trainina

1. To demonstrate achievement of the course objectives.

?.. To demonstrate that achievement of the course objectives
contributes towards achievement of t!,e organisations' noals.

3. Conoare effectiveness of different methods of teaching.

4. To improve subsequent courses with similar objectives.

5. Tc improve the onpoinq course by incorooratino changes suncested
by participants' reactions and to ensure that the course is relevant to

the narticicarits' reeds.

6. To increase our knowledoe about adult 1 earning.

The objective of purpose of carry1na out the evaluation will determine the
manner in which it is conducted and the methods or tecfcnioues used.
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Evaluation of Training Project and Monitoring of Implementation

CHECK

TRAITO'C

ACCEPTABLE T^AIillf^ PROGRAM; E
IS BEING ADHERER TO

0UA1ITATIVE HJANTITATiyE

v

SYSTEMATIC
."RAINING STFPS

LEADING TO

TRAIKIF-JG

RFCORPS

i:ijPLEr':E
of

SU^'ISSIOP OF

STAKDAPf REPORT

PY C^r-'PAisY AT

rOMTKLY IHTFP.VALS

IS

C^ST

BtlfFETED EXPENDITURE

.AHO7F.S.F. FIDUCIAL CPMTPOL

CrPPLETnP CLAI-" FOR?- V
Ar'P AUDITS? CERTIFICATE

VISITS RY

P to



; Tin ex

Block Oiaorans of Planrvinn Ai-nr

°uantit?.tive Projection Anprcach to '-! anm'r-o

Project growth of enrolment
based on past trends or
estimates of social demand
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The Rate-of-Return Approach
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